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ABSTRACT

Synthesis, Shape, and Surfaces of Strontium and Barium Titanate Nanocrystals

Lawrence Crosby

The atomic surfaces structures of shape-controlled oxide supports prepared hydrother-

mally result in nanocrystals for use as model catalysts to bridge the “materials gap” from

studies on single crystals. SrTiO3 (001), (110), and BaTiO3 (001) surfaces are investi-

gated using several techniques, and synthetic approaches to obtain these materials are

discussed in detail.

The Wulff shape of SrTiO3 was determined to be an octadecahedron with six {100}

facets and twelve {110} facets. TEMmeasurements of the faceting ratios h110 : h100 were

found to agree well with surface energy ratios γ110 : γ100 derived from first-principles

calculations.

Using aberration-corrected HREM, the surface structure of {110}-faceted SrTiO3

nanoparticles synthesized solvothermally using glycerol as the surfactant yielded (n ×

1) reconstructions with n=3 or 4. These structures are titania-rich and contain tetrahe-

drally coordinated TiO4 units, similar to prior observations for SrTiO3 (110) single crystal

surfaces.

Aberration-corrected HREM investigation of SrTiO3 nanocuboids made using caprylic

acid, ethanol, and also BaTiO3 nanocuboids revealed that the (001) surfaces for all these

nanoparticles are terminated with a TiO2 double layer. These results are similar to prior
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observations of TiO2-rich surface reconstructions on SrTiO3 nanocuboids made hydrother-

mally and single crystals prepared via wet chemical etching.

Pt and Pt deposited onto SrTiO3 nanopolyhedra were investigated by HREM to deter-

mine the stable Winterbottom construction. The supported Pd particles were found to be

predominantly multiply twinned particles while Pt particles were predominantly single

crystals.

The effects of sub-nanometer atomic layer deposition of films of titania and alumina

are compared for the acrolein hydrogenation selectivity of Pt catalysts supported on

SrTiO3. The titania-overcoated catalyst is similar to strong metal-support interaction

catalysts formed by high temperature reduction, with a thin titania film on top of the

supported Pt nanoparticles and an increase in allyl alcohol selectivity, neither of which

are observed for the alumina-overcoated catalyst.

Pt-SrTiO3 (110) catalyst samples prepared by ALD onto SrTiO3 dodecahedra are

compared with Pt-TiO2 catalysts prepared by ALD onto commercially purchased anatase

TiO2. Catalytic testing of the CO oxidation reaction indicate that the turnover frequency

for SrTiO3 dodecahedra is significantly higher than anatase TiO2.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

1.1.1 Why study surfaces?

Surfaces are a defining feature of physical systems. Surfaces are important because

they are the epicenter of many phenomena that effect human life, from length scales

ranging from the cosmological to the infinitesimal. It goes without saying that the surfaces

(and interfaces) are where the action happens.

At the atomic scale, the structure of surfaces can vary significantly from the bulk crys-

tal structure for many materials. Surfaces are distinct from the bulk because of the loss of

coordination going from an “infinite” periodic structure to an abrupt termination of said

periodicity.1 For our purposes, we define bulk as the macroscopic crystal structure, mean-

ing the crystal structure on the order of Avogadro’s number of atoms in thermodynamic

equilibrium.

Simply truncating a bulk crystal along a crystallographic plane will yield an unstable

structure which seeks to minimize its energy by one of several structural changes. This

includes surface relaxation, contraction, and ordered rearrangements of atoms—known

as surface reconstructions. Some of the most famous cases of surface reconstructions are

for the semiconductor silicon2 as well as the metals silver and gold.3,4 Classical bonding

analyses such as the bond valence sum (BVS) approach (see5 for a detailed discussion)

work well to describe surface reconstructions in oxide materials.

In a world that is increasing moving towards miniaturization, surfaces and interfaces

are becoming increasingly important to account for. The functionality of physical systems
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such as thin films and tribological coatings depends strongly upon the interactions be-

tween deposited materials and the substrate material. Work on surfaces of single crystals,

a well-established field, can serve as a solid starting point from which to study nanocrys-

tals with well-controlled faceting.

1.1.2 Why oxide nanomaterials

Further study and understanding of oxide nanomaterials will inform multiple applica-

tions including catalysis,6–10 electronic devices,11,12 and energy,13–16 energy dielectrics,17

ferroelectrics,18 substrates for growth of thin films,19–24 and transparent conductors.25

At the nanoscale, materials properties can, and often do, deviate from those of their

bulk counterparts. Given that chemical reactions occur most readily at discontinuities in

materials—namely corners, edges, and surfaces—and that the surface-to-volume ratio

increases as particle size decreases, surfaces and interfaces will continue to become more

important as nanotechnology advances. Oxide supports are known to play a crucial role

in catalytic systems through a variety of physical phenomena, among them, the strong

metal support interaction (SMSI) effect.26

While quantum confinement effects are not as common in oxides as metals (plasmonic

effects) and semiconductors (quantum dots), electronic properties can change drastically.

One notable case is that of the SrTiO3/LaAlO3 interface27 in which a highly conductive

two-dimensional electron gas forms. It is possible that there are more of such unexpected

effects that have not, to date, been discovered. As with all forms of basic science, advances

in our understanding of the fundamentals will inform future applications, some of which

have yet to be envisioned.
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1.2 Organization

This dissertation will first describe the experimental and computation methods em-

ployed in the work described herein. The following chapters will describe the synthesis

and characterization of STO and BTO nanocuboids, experimental evidence for the Wulff

shape of STO, the synthesis of STO dodecahedra and resolution of the surface structure

of the {110} facets therein, the universal observation of titania-rich surfaces of these

materials made via hydrothermal synthesis, and finally catalytic application using the

STO nanocuboids and dodecahedra. Ongoing work and future directions which build

upon this work will be proposed in the final chapter.
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CHAPTER 2

Methods

2.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the experimental methods used throughout the work described

in this thesis. A variety of characterization techniques have been employed to determine

the chemistry and structure of several different materials. Additionally, the experimen-

tal work was supported by computational techniques to corroborate the findings with

theoretical predictions. A description of each and the strengths and limitations follows.

2.2 Experimental Techniques

2.2.1 Characterization

2.2.1.1 Transmission Electron Microscopy

The primary analytical tool used in this work is the electron microscope. The first

electron microscope was invented by Ruska in 1931.28 When operated in transmission

mode, electron microscopes are capable of resolving atomic positions in a specimen.

A schematic of a typical modern transmission electron microscopy (TEM) appears in

Figure 2.1. The basic elements are the electron gun, the electron optics system, the sample

holder, and the detection system. In a conventional TEM the sample is illuminated with

a nearly parallel electron beam that is accelerated to high voltage. The wavelength of

the electrons which reach the sample will be given by the de Broglie relation p = ~λ,

and with a relativistic correction applied will be on the order of 2.51 × 10−12m. The

resolution limit, as defined by the Rayleigh criterion of 1.22λ/β, will be on the order of

one-half the wavelength of the illumination source, or in our case 1.2 × 10−12m. This is

several times smaller than the radius of an atomic in its ground state!
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Figure 2.1. Schematic (left) showing the electon gun, lenses, and speci-
men chamber in a modern TEM. Diagram (right) showing various electron-
specimen interactions and signals that can be acquired in an electron mi-
croscope. TEM schematic adapted from JEOL USA.29

In reality, resolution will be limited by the electron optics rather than the wave-

length.30 Since electron microscopes use electromagnetic lenses, there are aberrations

in the lenses that cannot be eliminated in the same way that optical lenses can by re-

finement of the manufacturing process. The alignment of the lenses, vibrations, and
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electromagnetic interference will all be additional limiting factors upon image resolution.

Additionally, due to enhanced scattering and interactions with the sample compared with

photons, transmission electron microscopes only work for thin samples. The advent of

aberration correctors has helped to offset this to some degree, at the expense of adding

significant cost and complexity to the microscopes.

For low-resolution imaging, the contrast is usually not terribly difficult to interpret.

This is not the case for HREM. Interpreting these requires care, because the interaction of

electrons with the specimen must be treated quantum mechanically. The image formation

process consists of the incoming wave being scattered by the atoms in the sample, exiting

as a wave with a phase shift related to the structure of the material, being modulated by

the objective lens, and finally projected onto a detector and recorded as an image.31

The contrast results from the phase difference imposed due to both the sample and

aberrations in the objective lens. Unless the sample is extremely thin and is imaged

near the optimum imaging conditions with good microscope alignment, the astigmatism

properly corrected, and the focus set to that of maximum contrast transfer, it is necessary

to use image simulation to determine atomic positions from a HREM image.

2.2.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy

Scanning electron techniques use an electron beam which is a focused probe rather

than a parallel beam. This probe is rastered back and forth across the sample to create

an image. Several signals, including secondary electrons, backscattered electrons, and

characteristic X-rays, can be collected in this operating mode. These each have varying

levels of surface sensitivity, with secondary and backscattered electrons coming from the

top 0.4-5 nm, and X-rays from several microns.
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Scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) can be considered as a subset

of TEM imaging. In this sense, the TEM convergence angle α is equivalent to the STEM

collection angle β through time reversal symmetry. The primary advantage of STEM

over TEM is that multiple signals can be recorded simultaneously, but at the expense of

sequential, rather than parallel, spatially resolved image acquisition.

In the case of high angle annular dark field (HAADF), the image interpretation is easier.

For high scattering angles, the technique will be sensitive to the thickness of the atomic

column at the position of the beam. Additionally, the signal collected will be proportional

to Zn where n = 1.5–2. This is often called Z contrast in common parlance, but it is

important to verify that the angular range is indeed large enough ensure that this is

true. If the collection angle is at an intermediate range, diffracted electron beams from

the sample can enter the detector. At this condition, contrast from different regions of a

similarly stoichiometric material can appear brighter, which can mislead one to interpret

the image as related to atomic number contrast. What is an appropriate collection angle

is generally materials dependent.

Additionally, the use of a STEM allows for spatially resolved correlated imaging and

spectroscopy in the form of energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) and electron energy

loss spectroscopy (EELS). EDS (also known as EDX) arises from inelastic scattering events

in which electrons in the material are promoted from core state (usually the K, L, or M

shells) to vacuum. Another electron in an outer-shell state will decay into the hole and

emit an X-ray with an energy characteristic of the energy difference between those two

states. These X-rays can be collected be a detector and counted to obtain both qualitative

and quantitative information about the elements present in a specimen. Quantitative
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analysis requires careful attention to X-ray absorbance and fluorescence effects, as well

as elemental response factors.

EELS operates by measuring the energy change of the electrons which pass through

a sample. The electrons which leave the bottom surface of the sample are collected and

directed through a magnetic-prism spectrometer, where the energies are separated and

projected onto a detector. Similar to EDS, the energy loss will be related to the elements

present in the material.

2.2.3 X-ray Diffraction

X-ray diffraction (XRD) is a useful characterization technique to obtain structural

information for a larger volume of material than possible with TEM. The interpretation of

powder XRD spectra is simpler than electron diffraction because the kinematical scattering

approximation can be used effectively in structure determination. XRD for large grains

is governed by the Bragg law:

nλ = 2d sin θ, (2.1)

where n is an integral multiple of the wavelength λ of the incoming X-ray, d is the interpla-

nar spacing of the diffraction condition and θ is the scattering angle. XRD is particularly

useful for determining material crystal structures. Typically a Bragg-Bretano geometry is

used in which a diffractometer measured 2 times the scattering angle, in what is known as

a θ − 2θ scan. In the context of this dissertation, XRD is employed primarily for structure

determination to confirm crystalline products of solvothermal synthesis.
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2.2.4 X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is a characterization technique uses the photo-

electric effect to eject electrons from the sample using an X-ray probe. The binding energy

of the electrons is related to the kinetic energy (i.e. voltage) and the photon energy by

the relation:

Ebind = Eph − (Ekin + φ), (2.2)

where Ebind is the binding energy, Eph is the energy of the incoming x-ray photon, Ekin is

the kinetic energy of the ejected photoelectron and φ is the work function of the material.

The energy of the X-ray probe is swept and the number of electrons ejected at some

energy counted to determine the relative ratios of different elements and binding states

present. This is a surface-sensitive technique, as only electrons from the first few tens of

nanometers of material can escape from the surface to then reach the detector. Thus, it

is useful to check the chemical composition and chemical state of constituents present

near the surface of a sample.

2.2.5 Infrared Spectroscopy

Infrared spectroscopy is a technique that measures the vibrational response (photons)

of a material using photons. The incoming photon wavelength ranges between 700nm

and 25µm. This technique is particularly useful for probing bonding configurations of car-

bonaceousmaterials,which vibrate with characteristic wavelengths related to the bonding

distance and symmetry. Additionally, spectra can be simulated from first-principles for

known compounds. More details about the technique can be found in reference [32].
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2.2.6 Physisorption

Gas phase physisorption measurements are a useful way to probe the surface morphol-

ogy for powder samples. Typically adsorption isotherms are acquired by dosing known

amounts of a carrier gas for a fixed volume and known amount of material. The temper-

ature is held constant near the condensation point of the gas, and the pressure change is

measured. The Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) method33 is commonly used to calculate

the total surface area based upon the amount of gas adsorbed. Catalysis work described

in Chapter 9 makes use of this technique.

2.3 Materials Synthesis

2.3.1 Solvothermal Synthesis of Oxide Nanomaterials

Solvothermal synthesis is a mature technique34 for making a variety of oxide materi-

als16 spanning several length-scales. The method involves using aqueous solutions at high

temperature and pressures that favor hydrolytic reactions. It is a technique inspired by

nature, as many minerals are formed under these pressures in geological processes. What

makes this technique interesting is the wide range of length scales of crystals produced,

ranging from several meters in length35 (see Figure 2.2) to a few tens of nanometers.36,37

This flexibility is enabled by the use of different solvents and surfactants to allow control

over both the morphology and the size of crystals. A recent review of using this technique

to synthesize small particles of pyrochlore and perovskite materials appears in reference

[38].
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Figure 2.2. Illustration of scale of autoclave used to grow large single crystal
of quartz, of several meters in length. Figure adapted from reference [35].

2.3.2 Sample Preparation

Nanoparticle TEM samples are generally prepared by dispersing a small amount of

powder sample (on the order of a few mg) into solvent in a scintillation vial. It is impor-

tant to ensure that the glassware used to disperse the nanoparticles is clean and free of

hydrocarbons to prevent sample contamination. The choice of solvent (such as methanol,

isopropanol, and hexane) depends upon the polarity of the material and the presence of

adsorbed organic ligands. The choice of TEM grid is also important for imaging studies.

Those with a thicker support, typically a carbon/polymer combination, reduce resolution

by increasing the scattering of electrons after exiting the sample. However, depending
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upon the experiment, this may be an acceptable tradeoff for increased temperature sta-

bility for in-situ heating, as an example. Additionally, sample charging during imaging

can be a frustrating occurence that degrades image quality, and can also be influenced

by the choice of TEM grid (e.g SiN grids). In some cases, it is impossible to avoid, and

can be managed by lowering the electron beam flux, and moving to different areas of the

sample.

2.4 Modeling

2.4.1 Review of Basic Thermodynamic Functions and Materials Properties

The discussion in this section is based primarily upon the thermodynamics text writ-

ten by Callen (see reference [39], primarily Chapter 2). Starting with the First Law of

thermodynamics:

dU = d̄Q + dW, (2.3)

where U is the internal energy of the system, Q is the heat of the system, and W is

reversible work. The total energy of an isolated system will be composed of the quasi-

static heat added to the system and any work done on the system. Expanding work in

terms of mechanical work and “chemical” work, we can rewrite this as follows:

dU = d̄Q + dWM + dWC, (2.4)

whereWM is the mechanical work andWC is the chemical work. Finally, we can substitute

for each of these quantities (d̄Q = TdS, dWM = −PdV, and dWC = µdN) to obtain the

more familiar form:

dU = TdS − PdV + µdN, (2.5)
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where µ is the chemical potential, N is the number of particles in the system, P is pressure,

V is volume, andS is entropy. From this,we can assign definitions of temperature, pressure,

and the chemical potential:

T ≡

(
∂U
∂S

)
V,N

P ≡

(
∂U
∂V

)
S,N

µ ≡

(
∂U
∂N

)
V,S
, (2.6)

All of these are intensive quantities, meaning that they do not depend on the number of

particles in the system. Using Legendre Transforms, we can define additional free energy

functions. The Gibbs free energy is defined as:

G ≡ U + PV − TS, (2.7)

with enthalpy defined as H ≡ U + PV this becomes

G = H − TS, (2.8)

In general, a chemical reaction will proceed if the Gibbs free energy of the products is

below that of the reactants. For a system in diffusive equilibrium, the thermodynamic

variable of interest is the chemical potential:

µ ≡ −T

(
∂S
∂n

)
S,V
=

(
∂G
∂n

)
T, P

(2.9)

where µ is the chemical potential, G is the Gibbs free energy, and n is the number of

particles added to the system. Combining this with Equation 2.8 and differentiating we

obtain:

dG = PdV + µdN − SdT, (2.10)
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which is the Gibbs-Duhem relation. In practice, when doing experiments, it is much

easier to fix temperature, pressure, and volume as experimental parameters compared

to entropy. Thus, in the literature, one almost always encounters free energy rather than

the full internal energy of the system in question (and here, of course, we are ignoring

rest mass and internal energy due to interatomic forces).

For considering surfaces and interfaces, we can modify the free energy by considering

the energy cost to create a two-dimensional surface through the cleavage of bonds:

dG = P dV + µ dN − S dT + γ dA, (2.11)

where γ is a surface free energy term equal to ∂G/∂A and dA is the differential in area.

These definitions will underly the work described in future chapters, both in terms of

materials synthesis and observation of thermodynamic shapes.

2.4.2 Image Simulation

The mapping from a crystal structure to its image or diffraction pattern has been

relatively well understood and documented. However, the reverse mapping from electron

micrograph images to the crystal structure is generally more complicated. The fact that

the images are two dimensional projections of three dimensional crystal structures, and

that the contrast arises from nonlinear multiple scattering events makes it difficult to

compare these projections to all plausible crystal structures. Hence, the use of numerical

techniques to simulate results for different crystal structure is integral to the field of

electron microscopy and crystallography. There are two common approaches to this
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problem: the multislice algorithm and the Bloch wave method. Here, we will focus on

the multislice method, which is employed in later chapters for image simulation.

In 1957, Cowley and Moodie40 showed that the Schrödinger equation can be solved

numerically to evaluate the amplitudes of diffracted beam. By subdividing the material

into slices, one can calculate the convolution of the electron wave from the electron source

with the crystal potential and through the use of a propagator function, the amplitude and

phase of the outgoing wave. (See reference [41] for a rigorous mathematical background.)

Figure 2.3. Schematic illustrating the scattering process that is calculated
in multislice simulations. Figure adapted from reference [42].

The basic operating principle is to calculate diffraction from each layer of atoms using

Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT) and multiplying by a phase grating term. The wave is then

multiplied by a propagator, inverse Fourier tranformed, multiplied by a phase grating

term yet again, and the process is repeated. The use of the FFT algorithm enables a

significant computational advantage over the Bloch wave method in particular, since the
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FFT algorithm involves N log N steps compared to the diagonalization problem of the

Bloch wave solution which scales as N2 where N is the number of atoms in the system.42

The most important step in performing a multislice calculation is setting up the unit

cell and determining an appropriate slice thickness. In general, the unit cell used for

simulating images will be different from the unit cell that defines the crystal structure of

a particular material. The primary reason for this is due to aliasing effects which occur

due wraparound errors in FFT calculations. The requirement to add additional “padding”

to the unit cell has earned the nomenclature “super cell” and the requirement to add

these additional pixels to the basic unit cell comes at a computational price.

Figure 2.4 shows a vector diagram of the wave-fronts being diffracted by the atomic

planes in the sample. In the case of the small-angle approximation (θ ∼ 100 mRad) we

can approximate the phase shift as d − S ≈ ∆z
cos θ − ∆zθ. For 100 mRad the difference

is fleeting as cos(0.01) = 0.99995 so ∆z
cos θ ≈ ∆zθ. For small angles this approximation

holds regardless of how many slices there are, although choosing a ∆z greater than the

lattice parameter (or half the lattice parameter in the case of perovskites) for a multislice

simulation is problematic.

Data Points log2 N Discrete FT Fast FT Ratio
64 6 4,096 384 10.7

128 7 16,384 896 18.3
256 8 65,536 2,048 32
512 9 262,144 4,608 56.9

1,024 10 1,048,576 10,240 102.4
2,048 11 4,194,304 22,528 186.2

Table 2.1. Computation speedup gained from the use of Fast Fourier Trans-
form compared to Discrete Fourier Transform. Note that the speed scales
logarithmically with size.
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Figure 2.4. Schematic illustrating phase shift due to use of plane waves
instead of spherical waves. This also demonstrates that choosing a slice
thickness significantly smaller than the lattice parameter has little gain in
accuracy

2.4.2.1 Quantitative comparison of image contrast

An experimental image can be quantitatively compared with a simulated image

through the use of template matching. A robust method for doing so is through the

normalized cross correlation coeffiecient (NCCC):

NCCC =

∑
x
∑

y

(
f (x, y) − f̄u,v

)
(t(x − u, y − v ) − t̄)√∑

x
∑

y

(
f (x, y) − f̄u,v

)2
(t(x − u, y − v ) − t̄)2

(2.12)

where

f̄u,v ≡
1

NxNy

u+Nx+1∑
x=u

v+Ny+1∑
y=v

f (x, y), (2.13)

Here f (x, y) represents the experimental image, t is the template or simulated image that

is being compared directly with the experimental image, and (x, y, u, v) are the position

and shifts in position of the template found relative to the experimental image. (See

references [43, 44] for more details.) The result of the comparsion will yield a number

between -1 and 1: -1 for perfectly inverted contrast, 1 for perfectly matching contrast,
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and 0 for no correlation between the images. This statistic maps the variation in contrast

for an image to a single number for finding an “image inside an image.” One limitation

is that it will normalize the contrast of both images prior to the comparison, so a large

difference in dynamic range between the two images being compared will be lost. This

method is useful for comparing simulated HREM images with experimental images, if

the contrast and spatial dimensions are appropriately scaled.
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CHAPTER 3

Wulff Shape of Strontium Titanate

3.1 Introduction

Crystal shapes are determined by a competition between thermodynamics and kinetics.

In the thermodynamic limit—i.e. infinite equilibriation time with uninhibited growth

of all possible crystallographic directions—the equilibrium, minimum energy shape is

described by the thermodynamic Wulff construction.45 Mathematically, the Wulff shape

is defined as

SW = {x ∈ R
3 | x · n ≤ h(n) for all normal vectors n}, (3.1)

where SW is the set of all points x contained within a region bounded by at a distance

h(n) away from origin, for all directions that exist in the crystal as specified by the normal

vectors n.

Typically, the shape will be a convex polyhedron, with the same symmetry as the

underlying crystal structure. In the early 20th century,45 GeorgeWulff postulated,without

proof, that the equilibrium crystal shape which bears his name is uniquely determined

by the surface energies of the various crystallographic planes. First we define the total

surface free energy for the crystal:

Gsurface =

∫
SW
γ dA. (3.2)

Ignoring effects from edges and corners—which is certainly valid in the large limit—the

total surface free energy Gsurface should be mimimized by holding the volume fixed and

performing a variational minimization. By assigning surface energies γn to each family
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of crystal planes hn, the optimal shape will be given by

γn =
hn
λ

(3.3)

where γn is the surface energy of a given facet, λ is a Lagrange multiplier, and hn is the

normal distance from the Wulff center to the plane. From this, it immediately follows

that the ratios of the surface energies will be equivalent to the ratios of the facet normals,

i.e.
hn
hm
=
γn
γm
, (3.4)

for arbitrary facets specified by n and m. This result is the basis of the work presented in

this chapter.

Max von Laue46 was the first to prove Wulff’s theory mathematically. A more rigorous

discussion can be found in work by Miracle-Sole47 and Taylor.48 Note that the Wulff

construction is a model for pure crystalline materials, and does not take into account

twinning, dislocations, or other defects. There are several extensions49,50 to the Wulff

construction that attempt to account for various parameters—such as twin boundaries,

kinetics and composititonal variation—and how they affect the shape of small crystals.

There should be one optimal geometric shape governed by the ratios of different

surface energies for a particular material system or phase in thermodynamic equilibrium.

(Both the crystal and its surroundings, be it vacuum, air, or a liquid must be taken into

account.) A geometrical illustration of the minimization process, which is to take the inner

envelope of tangents of the surface energy as a function of crystallographic orientation,

appears in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1. Geometrical illustration of the Wulff construction (also known
as a gamma plot) in two dimensions. Image credit reference [51].

In practice, it is difficult to determine the surface energies of every family of crystallo-

graphic planes for crystalline materials to generate such plots. One can get estimates for

them from ab-initiomodels, but these values are often only useful as a first approximation.

The main limitations are the accuracy of functionals employed in density functional the-

ory (DFT) calculations, the lack of entropic effects, and computational limits to calculate

equilibrium with liquid and gas phases. Additionally, the surfaces of materials are often

structurally different from simple bulk cleavage of the atomic planes, which will alter

the surface energetics. Thus, it is rare to find accurate theoretical Wulff shapes for oxide

materials, in particular, which can have significant variance in the surface free energies

imposed by the surface chemistry and structure.
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Figure 3.2. Illustration of the Wulff center measurement for the {100} and
{110} facets.

3.2 Experimental Evidence of Wulff Shape

What follows is a description of experimentally observed shapes of STO nanocrystals

which been grown and treated to transform to their equilibrium shape. The Wulff shape

for this material was experimentally determined to be an octadecahedron, consisting of

twelve {110} facets and six {100} facets as shown in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3. Observed octadecahedral Wulff shape for STO nanoparticles.
Projections of the STO Wulff shape along the [111] zone axis (left) and
[001] zone axis (right). The shapes were calculated using the WulffMaker
Mathematica code52 with {100} facets shown in green and {110} facets
depicted in blue for a h110:h100 ratio of 1.14.

3.2.1 Experimental Methods

STO nanocrystals were prepared by hydrothermal synthesis following the method

developed by Rabuffetti et al.53–55 Note that some samples were prepared by Dr. James

Enterkin. Post-synthesis heat treatment of the nanocrystals enabled significant shape

change through surface diffusion. By annealing for extended times, the shape should

tend towards the minimum energy configuration.

TEM samples were prepared by sonicating a few milligrams of STO nanocrystals in a

solution of high purity ethanol, then drop-casting them onto heat-resistant silicon nitride

TEM grids. The TEM samples were subsequently loaded in an alumina crucible and

annealed at different temperatures (700 °C to 950 °C in steps of 50 °C) for various times

ranging from 5 to 20 hours in a fused silica tube within a tube furnace under flowing O2

and in ambient conditions. It is important to note that many samples prepared in this
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manner exhibited significant sintering (see Figure 3.4); this could not be avoided except

through control of the nanoparticle loading on the TEM grids.

Figure 3.4. Sintering observed after annealing particles for 5 hours at 800°C
under flowing O2.

Imaging and transmission electron diffraction (TED) measurements for this study

were carried out using a JEOL 2100F TEM. The TED measurements were used to deter-

mine the crystallographic orientation of several nanocrystals.

3.2.2 Image Analysis

Measurements of the nanoparticle faceting and corner rounding were carried out for

several particles using bright-field TEM images. An example of a typical unnannealed

nanocuboid with curvature of the nanoparticle corners appears in Figure 3.5.

To determine the Wulff shape, the following steps were carried out. First, the parti-

cles were tilted to the [100] zone axis. Next, the distance from the Wulff center of the

respective face—either {100} or {110}—was measured for several nanoparticles. This
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Figure 3.5. Example of typical, unannealed STO nanocuboid from hy-
drothermal synthesis using acetic acid. Note that there is predominantly
{100} faceting with rounded corners. The radius of curvature was measured
for several such particles: four corners were measured and the mean was cal-
culated for each (see Figure 3.7 for plot summarizing these measurements).

yielded the h110:h100 ratios, which are equal to the ratios of surface free energy per area

via Equation 3.4.

The WulffMaker Mathematica code52 was used to obtain graphical representations of

the Wulff shape for different ratios of γ111:γ110:γ100, with the values matching observed

experimental images shown in Figure 3.3. Note that the appearance of {111} facets in

the observed images depends upon the zone axis, because TEM collects two dimensional
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projections of three dimensional objects. Additional images were collected along the

[111] zone axis to check for the presence of {111} facets. The observed hexagonal shape

(see Figure 3.8) is evidence that little, if any, {111} facets are present in the particles

measured. The ratios of h110:h100 were measured for several images and the average

(arithmetic mean) and standard error were calculated for each anneal condition using

Equation 3.5. These statistics appear in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6. Surface energy ratios for various annealing temperature and
times of STO nanocuboids.

The reported error was calculated using a two-tailed T-test, defined as:

Tα/2
s
√
N
. (3.5)
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The probability distribution function for the T distribution is defined as:

f (x) =
Γ

(
ν+1

2

)
√
νπΓ

(
ν
2

) (
1 +

x2

ν

) −ν+1
2

, (3.6)

where the gamma function Γ(t) is defined as:

Γ(t) =
∫ ∞

0
xt−1e−x dx. (3.7)

Tα/2 is the critical T value (α=0.05 which is based on a 95% confidence interval), s is the

sample standard deviation, and N is the sample size. All statistical analysis was performed

using the t.test function of the stats software package written in the R programming

language.

3.2.3 Ab-initio Modeling

DFT calculations of surface energies γ110 and γ100 were performed by Professor Marks

using the WIEN2K code,56 which uses all-electron augmented plane wave+local orbitals

as the basis functions. The surface in-plane lattice parameters were set to those for the

corresponding DFT optimized bulk cell, with ∼1.6nm of vacuum to minimize artifacts

from periodic boundary conditions. Muffin-tin radii were set to 1.55, 2.36 and 1.75 Bohrs

for O, Sr and Ti respectively. The energy cutoff was set using min(RMT)*Kmax (RKmax)

of 8.0, with a 3×3×1 Brillouin-zone reciprocal space sampling of the primitive unit cell.

The electron density and atomic positions were simultaneously converged using a quasi-

Newton algorithm57 to a numerical convergence of better than 0.01eV/1×1 surface cell.

The PBEsol58 generalized gradient approximation and the revTPSS method59 were used,
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with 0.5 on-site exact-exchange—the optimized number for several test TiOx units similar

to earlier work by Kienzle et al.60

The surface enthalpy per (1×1) surface unit cell (Hsurf) was calculated as:

Hsurf =
(Hslab − HSTONSTO − HTONTO)

(2N1×1)
, (3.8)

where Hslab is the total enthalpy of the slab, HSTO for one bulk SrTiO3 unit cell, NSTO the

number of bulk SrTiO3 unit cells, HTO the enthalpy for bulk rutile TiO2, NTO the number

of excess TiO2 units and (N1×1) the number of (1×1) cells. Consistency checks between

the different functionals indicated an error in the energies of approximately 0.1eV/1×1

cell (∼60 mJ/m2, 8kJ/mole).

3.3 Experimental Results

The results of TEM imaging reveal a general cubic morphology with the {100} facets

dominating, with rounded corners—thus dubbed “nanocuboids.” The corner rounding

decreased after annealing for long time periods, after which significant coverage of {110}

faces appears in the TEM images. The nanocuboids were single crystals as evidenced by

the nanodiffraction measurements (see Figures 3.8 and 3.9).

HREM demonstrates that faces in the unannealed samples which appear curved at

low magnifications are actually {100} and {110} step edges. There were also defects

present within the nanocuboids with the same shape and faceting as the exterior surfaces.

Thickness mapping measurements showed that these areas were thinner than the rest

of the nanocuboids and thus they were identified as voids or cavities. Such voids have

been observed in other work on hydrothermal synthesis.61 It is likely that they result
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Figure 3.7. Measured radii of curvature for unnannealed STO nanocuboids.

Figure 3.8. Nanoparticles imaged near the [111] zone axis, with diffraction
patten demonstrating that it is a single crystal. Note the hexagonal shape
of the nanocuboids projected along this direction, evidence that little, if
any, {111} facets are present in the particles.
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from inhomogeneous distribution of the strontium cations during the formation of an

amorphous titanium-rich complex,62 which then grow in size via the Kirkendall effect63

upon crystallization during the hydrothermal treatment.

Measurements of h110:h100 ratios for various annealing temperatures appears in Fig-

ure 3.6. The average h110:h100 ratio calculated is 1.14 with a standard deviation of 0.055

with and a margin of error of 0.045. There is no evidence to suggest that increasing the

annealing temperature had any effect on the changing the equilibrium surface faceting.

Figure 3.9. Post-annealed STO nanocuboids imaged along [001] zone axis.
Note the sharp faceting in a), while b) has some residual corner rounding.

The voids observed in the unannealed samples remained after the annealing process.

The voids measured were found to exhibit the same faceting as the external surfaces,

as can be seen in Figure 3.9. The average size remained the same after annealing (see

Figure 3.10).
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mained constant, on average, in spite of annealing.

3.4 Discussion

The minimum surface energy γ111 at which {111} facets begin to appear (noted

geometrically by a shift from a hexagon to a dodecagon for the [111] projection) was

found to be 1.3 times greater than the surface energy γ100. Any surface energy larger than

this would mean that {111} facets would not be a part of the geometrical solution for the

thermodynamic shape. To preclude the possibility of higher order-facets being present,

several images of nanocuboids along the [111] zone axis were recorded and revealed a

general hexagonal shape. Note that unlike face centered cubic (FCC) materials, such as

metals including Au, Ag, and Cu, STO is a simple cubic material with a five atom basis. If

we consider the cations (Sr and Ti only), the structure is body-centered, with the {110}

family as the close-packed planes. It is important to emphasize that this does not mean
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that such facets are not stable; rather, they are not optimal when taking the geometry of

the crystal planes into consideration.

The fact that the nanocuboids largely maintained their shape before and after anneal-

ing, as evidenced by the h110:h100 ratios remaining statistically unchanged, indicates that

the shape we have observed is the thermodynamic limit and is representative of the Wulff

construction.

Other shapes have been observed such as sharply faceted cubes in which the {100}

surfaces dominate, and dodecahedra in which {110} dominate. In these cases, surfactants

limit the rate of crystallization and growth on the respective facets, which is therefore a

predominantly kinetic effect. Here, the high temperature processing after nanoparticle

growth relies upon surface diffusion that will tend towards the thermodynamically fa-

vored shape after sufficient time has elapsed. The stabilization of the {110} facets occurs

both on the surfaces of the nanocuboids and internally within the voids, further evidence

of the thermodynamic stability of the {100} and {110} facets.

The comparison of the experimental results with DFT calculations is very informative,

remembering that the latter are better at yielding relative energies than absolute values.

A plot of calculated surface energy ratios for various surface structures on {100} and

{110} surfaces based upon the DFT calculations is given in Figure 3.11.

The error bars correspond to the standard error of the measurements in question

and the green overlay is the standard deviation of the experimentally measured value of

h110 : h100. A more complete comparison to experiment is to compare the ratio γ110:γ100,

using an error of 0.13 for the DFT calculations based upon an uncertainty of 0.1 eV/1×1

unit cell.
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Figure 3.11. Surface energy ratios for various terminations of {100} and
{110} facets of STO.

The DFT {110} surface energy was fixed as a linear combination of the 1×1 oxygen

terminated surface and the (3×1) surface.64 As we will see later, it would have perhaps

been more appropriate to use a combination of the (3×1) and (4×1) as matches since

these are the lowest energy structures from DFT calculations.

Given this, the agreement is between the predicted ratios γ110 : γ100 and the ex-

perimentally measured ratios h110 : h100 is reasonable. From the plot shown, there are

several possible surface terminations that have the same ratio h110 : h100 within both

experimental and DFT error.
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Based upon observations of unnannealed nanocuboids by Dr. Yuyuan Lin65 and work

discussed in later chapters (see Chapter 7) the samples should be near the composi-

tion of the (
√

13×
√

13) R 33.7° (RT13) reconstruction for the {100} facets,60 perhaps

in combination with the (n × 1) reconstructions (n=3, 4) for the {110} facets.64 This

combination of surface structures follows the convex hull for the two respective families

of crystallographic planes, and should yield the lowest total surface free energy.

3.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we discussed the methodology and measurement of the Wulff shape of

STO. The equilibrium shape (with atmosphere) is a octadecahedron with γ110 : γ100 ratio

of 1.14. The reduction in curvature of the corners coupled with the similar shapes of the

internal voids serve as additional evidence that the shape observed is the thermodynamic

minimum.
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CHAPTER 4

Synthesis and Characterization of {110}-Faceted Strontium Titanate

Dodecahedra

4.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the synthesis of and characterization of {110}-faceted STO

nanocrystals. By leveraging the powerful tool of profile view HREM imaging, we find

through simulated image contrast that the surfaces match TiO2-rich surface reconstruc-

tions. The structures which best match the experimental results were the (n × 1) re-

constructions (n = 3, 4) previously observed on single crystals and solved by Dr. James

Enterkin.64,66 The observation of these complex surface structures illustrates why we

cannot assume that nanoparticle surfaces terminations are simple 1×1 truncations of the

bulk crystal structure.

4.2 Synthesis

STO rhombic dodecahedra were synthesized following a modified version of the

method published by Dong et al.67 The primary modifications are the use of titanium

tetrabutoxide (Ti(OBu)4) instead of titanium tetrachloride (TiCl4) as titanium precursor,

the use of strontium acetate (Sr(Ac)2) instead of SrCl2, and the use of sodium hydroxide

(NaOH) instead of lithium hydroxide (LiOH). Additionally, the solution was not chilled

in an ice bath. With these changes, the details of the synthesis are as follows:

Solution A was prepared by dissolving 9.1mmol Sr(Ac)2 into 40mL of 1m acetic

acid while stirring. Solution B was prepared by adding 9.1mmol Ti(OBu)4 into 31.5 g of

glycerol while stirring for at least 5 minutes. Solution A was then added into solution B

while stirring for at least 2 minutes. Then 10mL of 10m NaOH was added dropwise while
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stirring. The resulting mixture (translucent yellow-white) was placed into a Teflon-lined

autoclave for 36-48 hours of solvothermal treatment at a temperature of 240 ◦C, with

ramping rate of 1 ◦C/min for the heating.

The resulting white powder was washed by suspension in water followed by centrifug-

ing, which was repeated until the pH was neutral (7) as measured by pH strips. The

powder was then dried in an oven at 80 ◦C overnight. TEM samples were prepared by

suspending a few milligrams of powder in approximately 10mL of ethanol and sonicating

for 15 minutes. The dispersed nanoparticles were then drop-cast with a pipet onto lacey

carbon TEM grids.

4.3 Characterization

The samples were characterized with several techniques, including XRD, TEM, and

XPS. Further details can be found in the following sections.

4.3.1 X-ray Analysis

Powder XRD measurements to confirm the sample crystallinity were carried out by

Dr. Bor-Rong Chen. The samples were prepared by compacting several grams of the

powder sample into a pellet on a low-background glass slide. In order to identify the

phase purity of the synthesized sample, the survey scattering profile was completed with

an Ultima X-ray diffractometer (Rigaku), with a Cu Kα source operating at 40 kV and

20mA. For measurements to determine the crystallite size, a Ge (111) monochromator

attached to an ATXG X-ray diffractometer (Rigaku) was employed in order to minimize

the instrument peak width. The XRD spectra were fingerprinted using the MDI JADE

X-ray crystallographic database.
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Figure 4.1 shows a θ − 2θ XRD scan from 20o to 80o in which the Bragg peaks

are indexed. From the XRD profile, all the major diffraction positions and the relative

intensities of the peaks are consistent with cubic STO with a lattice constant of 3.903

Å. The most common impurties, namely SrCO3 and oxy-hydroxides, were below the

detection limit of the instrument.

Figure 4.1. XRD θ − 2θ scan for the dodecahedra indexed with cubic STO
peak positions.

We can employ the Scherrer equation (Equation 4.1) to analyze the crystalline domain

size of the nanoparticles:

Lhkl =
Kλ
β cos θ

, (4.1)

where L is the crystalline size in the [hkl] direction, K is the Scherrer shape factor, (usually

a constant of 0.9), λ is the incident X-ray wavelength (1.542 Å for Cu Kα source), θ is

the angular peak position, and β is the integral breadth. Figure 4.2a shows the (110)

diffraction peak of the nanododecahedra, which was used for the fitting. The peak shape

was fitted using a Lorentzian function given by

f (x) = A
w/2

(x − x0)2 + (w/2)2
+ Bx + y0, (4.2)
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where A is the scaling factor, B and y0 are fitting constants for the linear background, and

thew and x0 terms give the peak full width at half maximum (FWHM) and the position,

respectively.

Figure 4.2. XRD rocking scan of a) (110) peak of STO dodecahedra and
b) (111) peak of the 325 mesh Si powder. By applying the modified Scher-
rer equation (Equation 4.1), the mean crystallite size in the (hkl) can be
determined from the broadening of the (hkl) diffraction peak.

The integral breadth (β) for Lorentzian peak shape is related with the FWHM via:

β =
(
π

2

)
FWHM, (4.3)

The additional peak broadening by the instrument contribution was also taken into con-

sideration in determining the peak broadening contributed by the crystallite size. 325

mesh single crystal Si powder was used as a standard to determine the instrumental peak

width. The Si powder has a large crystallite size (44 µm), which minimized the peak

broadening from size effects (Figure 4.2b). For Lorentzian peaks, the peak width due to

the size of crystalline domains is obtained by subtracting the instrumental width from the

measured peak width. This analysis led to an average crystalline domain size of 180 nm,

which is consistent with that observed by TEM.
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4.3.2 XPS Analysis

Figure 4.3. a) XPS Survey Spectrum as well as b) Sr 3p1/2 and C 1s peaks
c) Sr 3d and d) Ti 2p peak positions.

XPS survey spectra were acquired using a Thermo Scientific ESCALAB 250Xi using a

monochromatic Al Kα (1486.74 eV) X-ray source. The carbon 1s peak was calibrated to

285 eV. The peak positions of the core-level peaks of Sr, Ti and O elements (see Figure 4.3)

are consistent with reference spectra for crystalline SrTiO3.68 There was no evidence of

significant contamination or strongly adsorbed hydrocarbons.

4.3.3 Electron Microscopy

Electron microscopy was carried out using several microscopes, including a Hitachi

HD2300 equipped with a secondary electron detector, a probe-corrected JEOL ARM
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200CF at the University of Illinois at Chicago, and the Argonne chromatic aberration-

corrected TEM (ACAT, a FEI Titan 80-300 ST with a Cs/Cc image corrector) at Argonne

National Laboratory.

4.3.4 EDS Analysis

Figure 4.4. Plot of EDS linescan across nanoparticle with inset of a bright
field image showing the location of linescan.

EDS using a Thermo Scientific dual-detector Si(Li) EDS system on the Hitachi HD2300

provided compositional information to complement the XPS for compositional analysis.

The EDS linescan, processed with the Cliff-Lorimer method, (see Figure 4.4) show that
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the Sr:Ti ratio is approximately 1:1 across the particle, within the statistical error of the

measurement.

4.3.5 HREM Quantitative Analysis

The MacTempasX software package, which implements non-linear imaging theory us-

ing the multislice method,40 was employed to simulate the HREM images for quantitative

analysis. The simulated imaging parameters were optimized to find the closest match

to the real microscope conditions. This tuning was done using bulk motifs within the

experimental dataset. The procedure for doing so was to first obtain reasonable estimates

for the microscope parameters such as accelerating voltage, spherical aberration, focal

spread, and beam tilt. To do so, a map consisting of a montage of simulated motifs was

constructed using the crystal structure of the known material and the aforementioned

parameters for a range of thicknesses and defoci, then used to qualitatively match the

experimental results for the bulk unit cells. Next, the crystal tilt was varied in steps of 2

mrad and 5 degrees azimuthal rotation. Comparing several maps, the best qualitative re-

sults were chosen for further refinement using the normalized cross correlation coefficient

(NCCC) statistic (see Equation 2.12 in Chapter 2). The imaging parameters were fitted

as described in Chapter 2, with the quantitative comparison using the NCCC appearing

in Tables 4.1,and 4.2.

Table 4.1. NCCF for experimental (left) and simulated (right) bulk mo-
tifs imaged along the [001] zone axis. The imaging parameters for sim-
ulated images for this zone were Cs=-0.005mm, C5=0mm, α=0.5 mrad,
and ∆df=30Å.
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Motif Thickness (Å) Defocus (Å) NCCC

82 90 0.984

50 70 0.930

26 70 0.923

After maximizing the NCCC for the bulk simulated motifs, these results were then

used to simulate several test surface structures without changing any of the optimized

conditions.

Table 4.2. NCCF for experimental (left) and simulated (right) bulk mo-
tifs imaged along the [110] zone axis. The imaging parameters for sim-
ulated images for this zone were Cs=-0.015mm, C5=0mm, α=0.5 mrad,
and ∆df=30Å.

Motif Thickness (Å) Defocus (Å) NCCC

105 60 0.924

11 90 0.896

66 70 0.885

For particles imaged along the [001] zone axis, the thickness (see Figure 4.5a) follows

the relationship t = 2
√

3
3 x + t0 where x is the position relative to the edge and t0 is the
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initial thickness. The corresponding form is t = 2
√

3x + t0 for the [110] zone (see

Figure 4.5b).
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Figure 4.5. Geometry of (110) facet in plan view when viewed along a)
[001] and b) [110] zone axes. The electron beam direction is parallel to
the facet. Top-down projections of the rhombic dodecahedron along several
low-index zone axes appear below. The [100] (c) and [110] (d) projections
show different thickness gradients from the edge of the particle to the center.
The top shows the [111] projection (e) with constant thickness at the edge
of the polyhedron.
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4.4 Results

Figure 4.6. Low magnification SEM a) and HAADF b) images demonstrat-
ing dodecahedral shape of the nanoparticles. The three-dimensional char-
acter is evident in a), and shows in b) via the intensity changes.

The general morphology of the resulting nanoparticles was dodecahedral with pre-

dominantly {110} faceting as shown in a secondary electron microscopy (SEM) image

in Figure 4.6a. There was additional minor faceting present, as {001} is visible at high

magnification (Figure 4.7). The particles were phase pure as verified by XRD (Figure 4.1)

with an average domain size of 180 nm, with minimal surface contamination evident in

the XPS results (Figure 4.3) and no evidence for any variations in composition based

upon the EDS results (Figure 4.4). While there were particles that exhibited sintering,

the majority of the particles imaged exhibited sharp faceting with little, if any, corner

rounding. Additionally, there was no evidence of dislocations, twins, or other defects in

the TEM data. When imaged along the [001] direction with high angle annular dark-field

(HAADF), the reduced contrast of the dodecahedra is consistent with thin areas at the

corners as shown in Figure 4.6b. This is visible in Figure 4.7 which shows that the corners

are atomically flat at the edges for two different nanoparticles.
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Figure 4.7. High-resolution a) CTEM and b) HAADF images from two
different nanoparticles showing atomically sharp faceting.

4.4.1 HREM Imaging and Simulations

Utilizing the tool of profile-view imaging4 we observed the surface structure of the

nanoparticles along two zone axes. By comparing the observed experimental contrast with

simulated images for both SrTiO and O terminated surface (the two possible nominal

(1 × 1) bulk truncations) it is clear that neither is a plausible structural match (see

Figures 4.9 and 4.12). The (3 × 1) and (4 × 1) reconstructions, whose structure is

reported previously64 were used as the basis for additional simulations.

The defocus/thickness maps compared with wide area HREM experimental images

for both the [001] and [110] zone axes (see Figure 4.8) show good qualitative agreement.

When viewed along the [001] direction (see Figure 4.10) there is an additional cor-

rugation of the {110} surface along the [11̄0] direction. As shown in the inset, this can

be explained by either of the (3 × 1) or (4 × 1) reconstructions.

Comparing the contrast between the simple (1 × 1) truncations, one can see subtle

differences. For instance, there is an additional small bright spot below the surface ar-

rowed in Figure 4.10 which is not present with a simple bulk termination. With respect to

quantitative agreement, the cross-correlation values were 0.79 for the (3 × 1) and 0.77

for the (4 × 1) along the [001] zone.
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Figure 4.8. Defocus/Thickness map for sample viewed along the [001]
zone axis , shown in a) and [110] zone axis, shown in b). Note that for a)
there another particle directly behind the thin region which causes a rapid,
stepwise increase in thickness.

Figure 4.9. Atomicmodel overlaidwith simulation with optimal parameters
(defocus-50Å, thickness 58Å) for a) (3 × 1) and b) (4 × 1) c) O and d)
SrTiO along [001] zone axis

As a secondary check results for the [110] zone axis are shown in Figure 4.11 which

confirm the interpretation that the surface is likely a mixture of several (n × 1) recon-

structions with (3 × 1) and (4 × 1) yielding the best match. The best cross-correlation

values for the (3 × 1) and (4 × 1) were 0.69 and 0.65 respectively.
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Figure 4.10. a) Experimental profile image down the [001] zone, with
an image simulation (red box) for a (3 × 1) reconstruction inset. In b)
image simulations for the (3 × 1) and c) (4 × 1) reconstructions are shown
with the atomic structure superimposed. The (3 × 1) gave the best fit to
experiment for this area, although in other regions it was the (4 × 1).

Figure 4.11. a) Experimental profile image down the [11̄0] zone, with
an image simulation (red box) for a (4 × 1) reconstruction inset. In b)
image simulations for the (3 × 1) and c) (4 × 1) reconstructions are shown
with the atomic structure superimposed. The (3 × 1) gave the best fit to
experiment for this area, although in other regions it was the (4 × 1).
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Figure 4.12. Atomic model overlaid with simulation with optimal param-
eters (defocus-60Å, thickness 6Å) for a) (3 × 1) and b) (4 × 1) c) O and
d) SrTiO along [11̄0] zone axis
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4.5 Discussion

The shape of a nanoparticle is controlled by a combination of factors involving both

the nucleation of new steps as well as the relative energies and chemisorption character-

istics of different surfaces. During solvothermal synthesis there is exchange between the

surface of the oxide nanoparticles and the surrounding solute. At lower pKa the {001}

facets are growing fast, so vanish from the kinetic-growth shape; at higher pKa the situa-

tion reverses and the {110} facets are growing out of existence. We note that the results

of Dong et al.67 indicate sharp corners and edges at high pKa, indicators of kinetic control

with a relatively large chemical potential difference between the solid and surrounding

fluid. The corners and edges of the nanoparticles were sharp, which indicates that the

chemical potential difference between the solid and the surrounding environment was

relatively large69 and that the overall growth was via a kinetic-Wulff construction route

(see reference [70] and references therein). We did not observe significant crystal defects

for samples which contained quite large particles,which indicates conventional nucleation

and growth. Other similar syntheses have been demonstrated to have growth affected

by confinement of liquid crystal microemulsion71 as well as shrinking and Ostwald ripen-

ing.72 An overview of some of these terms as well as additional literature can be found

in a review by Marks & Peng (reference [70]).

It is known that the synthesis conditions can stabilize different crystallographic facets,

and even different chemical environments for a given facet.65 The structure of a surface,

on both bulk crystals and nanocrystals, is determined by thermodynamics, kinetics, or

a combination of the two. In this synthesis, glycerol served as either a co-solvent, sur-

factant, or both. Both solvents and surfactants can alter the kinetics of growth and the
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thermodynamics of which surface is lowest in energy. Since {110} facets are small for

the Wulff shape in oxygen, as shown in Chapter 3, glycerol has clearly had a significant

effect to preferentially stabilize {110} facets.

Dong et al.67 experimentally establish a correlation between the faceting and the

pKa and concentration of the polyol added to the system: more {110} at lower pKa

i.e. more acidic surfactants/solvents. To understand this, they performed DFT calculations

to calculate the adsorption energies ofwater,methanol, and ethylene glycol on a simplified

model of the surface. From the observed contrast in Figure 4.12, the bulk truncations

clearly do not match the simulated contrast at the microscope conditions obtained from

bulk tuning. Moreover, accurately modeling adsorption of organic ligands to a crystalline

material is decidely nontrivial.

The results presented here indicate that the true surface is more complex, andmatches

well with titanium-rich structures of the (n × 1) reconstructions. In our case the recon-

structions on the {110} surfaces are stabilized during the nanoparticle growth phase,

and remain stable in air as the samples are stored at ambient conditions. The (n × 1)

reconstructions, previously obtained on bulk (110) single crystal surfaces using buffered

etching followed by high-temperature annealing,64 both lie along the convex hull for

known (110) surface reconstructions. The (4 × 1) has a surface TiO2 excess of about

1.5 per 1 × 1 surface unit cell, while the (3 × 1) has an excess of 1.67. These structures,

previously observed on annealed bulk single crystal samples of (110) STO, were solved

via direct methods analysis73 of transmission electron diffraction data combined with

refinement using density functional theory.
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4.6 Conclusions

In summary, the {110}-faceted STO nanoparticles have surfaces which matche well

with the (3 × 1) and (4 × 1) surface reconstructions. This is noteworthy because of the

different methods by which these surfaces were obtained: the bulk samples by mechan-

ical polishing, ion beam thinning, buffered etching, and subsequent annealing at high

temperatures; the results herein by wet chemical synthesis via solvothermal preparation

of nanoparticles at comparatively moderate temperatures and highly alkaline conditions.

While different methods will yield different kinetic routes to surface structures, the ther-

modynamics will always be important. Furthermore, this serves as a reminder that the

atomic structure of nanoparticles needs to be considered as a surface science problem.
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CHAPTER 5

Synthesis and Characterization of Strontium Titanate Nanocuboids

5.1 Introduction

We have already established that hydrothermal synthesis (solvothermal, more gen-

erally) is a versatile method for growth of metal oxides. Appropriate choice of reaction

conditions and starting materials allows for a wide range of possibilities in terms of both

crystal phase, size and shape. Additionally, it is possible to control not only the crystal-

lographic faceting, but also surface chemistry, through the use of solvents, acidity, and

surface active agents—also known as surfactants.

5.1.1 Motivation

Previous work done by Dr. Yuyuan Lin (see reference [65]) has demonstrated that

the surface termination of STO nanocuboids can be controlled through synthetic condi-

tions. Specifically, strontium-rich surfaces were obtained when oleic acid (IUPAC name

octadec-9-enoic acid) was used as the surfactant. By comparison, acetic acid (IUPAC

name ethanoic acid) yielded titania-rich surfaces. Specifically, the formation of a lamellar

liquid microemulsion was believed to lead to the growth of sharply faceted nanocubes

with an average size of 20 nm with SrO terminated surfaces for the oleic acid synthesis.71

We will briefly discuss surfactants, more generally, and the differences between these

molecules, to motivate the study of similar systems with the goal of achieving control

over the surface chemistry.

5.1.2 Background: Surfactants

A surfactant is an amphiphile, which is a molecule that has both a hydrophobic and

hydrophilic tail.74 These are generally organic molecules, and typical examples include
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phospholipids and polyethlyene glycol ethers. They can be further classified as ionic and

non-ionic, which depends on the hydrophilic end group chemistry. Surfactants have many

applications, the most common of which is use as detergents.

It is quite common to use surfactants of various forms in colloidal nanoparticle synthe-

sis. The polarity of the surfactant molecule can have significant effects upon the growth

process by preferentially stabilizing certain crystallographic facets once the critical nu-

cleus size has been surpassed. Additionally, the surfactants can also phase separate in

distinct and interesting ways.

Figure 5.1 shows several possible structures of liquid crystals in microemulsions. Both

spherical micelles and cylindrical micelles, a form of lipid bilayer, can form more complex

arrangements, such as the cubic phase, hexagonal phase, and the lamellar phase. A review

Figure 5.1. Illustration of different physical configurations of microemul-
sion of a surfactant and water as function of concentration. Figure adapted
from reference [74], pg 7.

article by Corkhill et al.75 explains in greater detail the thermodynamics behind these
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various phases for non-ionic surfactants in water. The formation of various molecular

aggregate phases is an energy balance between the removal of the hydrophobic alkyl

chains from the aqueous solution with the increase in packing of the hydrophilic head

groups. It is generally non-trivial to make accurate predictions because of the complex

interactions between the solvent and the functional groups, which will have both inter-

and intra-molecular forces.

Phase stability diagrams are typically constructed from experimental data, using tech-

niques such as optical microscopy, electron microscopy, and small angle X-ray scattering

(SAXS) under a variety of experimental conditions. They are then extrapolated to other

conditions based upon thermodynamic models. An example of a such a phase diagram

appears in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2. Temperature stability phase diagram of C12E6 as function of
surfactant concentration, adapted from reference [75]. S corresponds to
an isotropic solution, 2L the co-existence of two isotropic liquids, M middle
(hexagonal) phase, N neat (lamellar) phase, C crystalline hydrates, and I
ice.

5.1.3 Carboxylates

Both oleic acid and acetic acid are considerably simpler molecules than the surfactant

described above. As carboxylates, they both are terminated with a COOH group. In

solution, this group can donate a proton to form a COO– group, and the resulting

negative charge can be stabilized through resonance between the deprotonated oxygen

and the carbonyl group. The length of the attached alkyl group will impact the stability

of this charge, which will determine the equilibrium concentration of donated protons.
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This is simply a description of the acidity of the molecule, which for weak acids is well-

described by the Henderson-Hasselbalch equation:

HA + H2O H3O
+ + A– (5.1)

Ka =
[H3O

+][A–]

[HA]
(5.2)

pKa = − log10 Ka. (5.3)

Here HA is a weak acid, A– is the conjugate base (a salt), [H3O
+] the equilibrium concen-

tration of protonated water, [HA] the equilibrium concentration of the weak acid, and

[A–] the equilibrium concentration of conjugate base. The parameters Ka and pKa are

the acid dissociation constants and the logarithmic acid dissociation constant. Typically

one will find pKa values reported in the literature for various substances. The reported

pKa values for oleic acid and acetic acid are 9.85 and 4.74, respectively76—a difference

of five orders of magnitude. As a point of reference, the pKa of hydrochloric acid, a strong

acid, is –6.77

The length of the hydrophobic group will have an impact upon the packing density

of the molecules (see Figure 5.3 for illustration for carboxylic acids). Furthermore, this

packing behavior will be altered by pH as well as the presence of surfaces and interfaces.78

These two factors will contribute significantly to determine the final products, namely

the shape and surface chemistry, when used as templates in nanoparticle synthesis.
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Figure 5.3. Illustration of the effect of hydrocarbon chain length upon pack-
ing distance for polar amphiphiles. Figure adapted from reference [76].

5.2 Methods

5.2.1 Goals and approach

In collaboration with Drs. Bor-Ron Chen and Robert Kennedy, I sought to study the

effect that surfactants have on the shape, size, and surface termination of STO nanopar-

ticles. The methodology relied upon using simple molecules with the same functional

group, for which thermodynamic data is available with regards to the formation of liquid

crystals in microemulsions. The intent was to target the lamellar phase to obtain the

SrO surface termination by an alternative means to using oleic acid as the surfactant, to

enable scaling of the synthesis and to ease removal of the surfactant from the surfaces of

the resulting nanocrystals. Oleic acid has a carbon chain length of 18, but is unsaturated

due to the double bond in the middle of the hydrocarbon tail. Given that one of the pri-

mary difficulties with the use of oleic acid is the removal of the surfactant post-synthesis,

we began our study with the lowest molecular weight surfactant with a carboxylic acid

functional group that is known to form liquid crystal phases. Caprylic acid (IUPAC name

octanoic acid) is the surfactant molecule which met our requirements.
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We also investigated other intermediate alkyl length carboxylates which are not known

to form microemulsions: propanoic, butanoic, pentanoic, hexanoic, and heptanoic acid

(all IUPAC names). These were all of the form CH3(CH2)n–2COOH, and, taken together

with acetic acid, span the range 3 ≤ n ≤ 8.

5.2.2 Experimental

A two-pronged approach was adopted to study the effect of these different surfac-

tants. Each of the carboxylic acids above at a fixed ratio of water, surfactant, and alcohol

were tested to determine if the surface morphology was significantly altered. In parallel,

several different synthesis conditions were tested using caprylic acid with varied ratios

of water, surfactant, and alcohol. We also attempted the oleic acid synthesis. Previous

results using oleic acid resulted in sharply faceted nanoparticles with an average size of

approximately 20 nm (see references [79] and [71]), while use of acetic acid resulted in

faceted nanoparticles with an average size of 60 nm (see reference [80]). The details of

each of these syntheses follow.

5.2.2.1 Varied Carboxylate Synthesis

Solution A was prepared by dissolving 9mmol of Sr(OH)2 ·8H2O into 50mL of 1m

of the n-carboxylate acid, for 4 ≤ n ≤ 8. Solution B was prepared by dissolving an

equimolar amount titanium tetrachloride (TiCl4) into 20mL of ethanol. Solution A was

added to solution B, and 5 g NaOH pellets were added to the resulting solution while

stirring vigorously. After stirring for 15–30min, the solution was transferred to a Teflon-

lined autoclave and treated hydrothermally at 240 ◦C for 48 h. Samples were removed

from the autoclave, washed by repeated centrifugation in water to neutral pH (7), and
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dried overnight in air at 80 ◦C. TEM samples were prepared by sonicating in ethanol and

drop-casting onto lacey carbon grids.

5.2.2.2 Targeted Caprylic Acid Synthesis

Solution A was prepared by dissolving 10mmol strontium acetate (Sr(Ac)2) into

varied concentrations of caprylic acid solution. Solution B was prepared by adding an

equimolar amount of titanium tetrabutoxide (Ti(OBu)4) was added to varied amounts of

caprylic acid, water, and butanol. The molar ratios of [caprylic acid]:[butanol]:[water]

was varied to target several microemulsion phases (lamellar, micellar, and hexagonal).

Figure 5.4 shows all synthesis conditions attempted with relation to the sodium capry-

late/butanol/water ternary phase diagram.

Otherwise, the samples were all prepared in the same manner as described above.
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Figure 5.4. Phase diagram of the sodium caprylate/butanol/water ternary
system. Note that points 1–6 marked on the diagram correspond to synthe-
sis conditions attempted for the purpose of this study. Figure adapted from
reference [81].

5.2.3 Oleic Acid Synthesis

For this synthesis, we followed a modified method based upon work by Hu et al.79

Solution A was prepared by dissolving 1mmol Sr(Ac)2 in 15mL of deionized water. Solu-

tion B was prepared by dissolving an equimolar amount Ti(OBu)4 in 25mL ethanol and

5mL of oleic acid. Solution C was prepared by mixing 2.5mL of 10m NaOH to 20mL

ethanol. An additional 0.4 g of sodium oleate was added to the solution while stirring.

Solutions A and B were added to solution C and while stirring. The resulting mixture

was transferred to a 125mL Teflon-lined autoclave and treated hydrothermally for 10 h

at 180 ◦C.
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5.3 Results

5.3.1 Varied Carboxylic Acids

The synthesis of using the n-carboxylic acids (4 ≤≤ 8) resulted in particles similar to

previous results obtained using acetic acid. Particles were cube-like, with predominantly

{001} faceting and rounded corners. The particle size distributions were also similar to the

acetic acid case, with an average particle size between 60 and 80nm. See Figures 5.5–5.6

for examples of representative bright-field TEM images.

Figure 5.5. Bright-field TEM images of STO nanocuboids resulting from
the use of butanoic and pentanoic acid in place of acetic acid.

Direct substitution of caprylic acid for acetic acid resulted in particles with irregular

shapes and faceting. This is attributed to poor mixing between the caprylic acid and

the solvents, water and ethanol as we did not change the stirring times for the different

surfactants. Inhomogeneity in the distribution of the strontium and titanium and titanium

aqueous species will lead to significant variation in the chemical potential, which leads
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Figure 5.6. Bright-field TEM images of STO nanocuboids resulting from
the use of hexanoic and heptanoic acid in place of acetic acid.

to rough surfaces compared to the more homogeneous case. Figure 5.7, a secondary

electron image, shows particles which illustrate this effect.*

Substituting Sr(Ac)2 for Sr(OH)2 ·8H2O and butanol for ethanol in equimolar ratios,

we obtained more regular particle morphology. The particles had an average size of

approximately 140 nm,with some particles as large as 300 nm. This synthesis corresponds

to point 5 as marked on the phase diagram in Figure 5.4. A representative image of

particles from keeping the volumes of solvents the same as the acetic acid synthesis while

using Sr(Ac)2 and Ti(OBu)4 as precursors appears below section 5.3.2.

*Note that the process of TEM sample preparation will lead to mixing of the particles in solution, which is
a probable explanation for why these two different particle types appear in the same region of the TEM
grid.
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Figure 5.7. Secondary electron image showing disparate particle morphol-
ogy obtained using caprylic acid in place of acetic acid when following the
method developed by Federico et al. from reference [80]. Note that there
are particles with terraces as well as smooth surfaces.

5.3.2 Caprylic Acid Phase Diagram

Changing the ratios of water, butanol, and caprylic acid led to significant changes in

both the particle size and morphology.

The average particle size (edge-to-edge distance) for points 5 and 2 on the phase

diagram in Figure 5.4 changed from 140nm to 20nm, respectively. These for particles

in Figures 5.8 and 5.9. Additionally, the particles appeared to be rod-like fingers without

distinct faceting that could be identified.
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Figure 5.8. Results of synthesis using caprylic acid, butanol, and water with
molar fractions of 0.007, 0.435, and 0.558, respectively. These correspond
to point 5 in Figure 5.4.

Figure 5.9. Results of synthesis using caprylic acid, butanol, and water with
molar fractions of 0.07, 0.07, and 0.86, respectively. These correspond to
point 2 in Figure 5.4.

Images from point 5 were investigated in greater detail using HREM; see Chapter 7

for more details.
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Figure 5.10. Results of synthesis using caprylic acid, butanol, and water
with molar fractions of 0.01, 0.13, and 0.86, respectively. These correspond
to point 3 in Figure 5.4.

Figure 5.11. Results of synthesis using caprylic acid, butanol, and water
with molar fractions of 0.21, 0.11, and 0.68, respectively. These correspond
to point 1 in Figure 5.4.

5.3.3 Oleic acid synthesis

Particles which resulted from the oleic acid synthesis were similar to the cases de-

scribed in the previous section. Representative images appear below in Figure 5.12.
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Figure 5.12. TEM (left) and HREM (right) images of STO particles result-
ing from oleic acid synthesis. Note that particles are on average less than
20nm in size and lack of regular faceting. These results are similar to those
in Figure 5.9. Variation in contrast is because of unequal gain calibration
for the four quadrants of the CCD detector.

5.4 Discussion

The results of this study indicate that increasing the length of the surfactant hydropho-

bic end group has minimal effect upon the nanoparticle morphology when simply substi-

tuted for acetic acid. However, for the caprylic acid case, the introduction of the multiple

liquid crystal phases does cause significant changes in the resulting nanoparticles. Point

2 on the phase diagram corresponds to a lamellar microemulsion, while 1 is a phase-

separated region. These resulted in much smaller nanoparticles than the other points

along the phase diagram. These results, in particular, are in agreement with reports in

the literature which use long-chain fatty acids such as oleic acid.71,82–84 Thus, caprylic

acid may be sufficiently non-polar76 to alter the surface chemistry in a manner similar

to the method developed by Hu et al.79
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However, we were unable to obtain shape-control through this method. For appli-

cations, this is a desirable outcome, particularly for fundamental studies of catalysis in

which the support can play a significant role.

Our own attempts to obtain well-faceted nanocrystals using the oleic acid synthesis

route led to similar results with regards to particle shapes and size distributions as re-

ported in Section 5.3 above. There are a few possible explanations for this. The first is

that the phase diagram is not accurate for our synthesis conditions, as it is reported for

ambient conditions, whereas the nanoparticle growth occurs at elevated temperature and

pressure. For the oleic acid case, the reported ratios of oleic acid:alcohol:water, when

projected onto the phase diagram reported by Jing et al.—the true phase diagram with

ethanol is not reported—will yield the points labeled 1 and 2 (see Figure 5.15) for the

synthesis conditions previously reported (see reference [79]) and the conditions listed

in section 5.3.3, respectively.

These two points, which target the lamellar phase, are clearly outside the stability

regime for this phase. While the use of ethanol will change these stability regimes, one

should be able to compare with similar systems to predict how the phase diagram will be

altered. Comparing this case with the caprylic acid/alcohol/water system, one can see

that the use of ethanol significantly suppresses the stability of the lamellar phase (see

Region D in Figure 5.14).

This effect should be amplified in the case of oleic acid, because oleic is considerably

more non-polar than caprylic acid due to the longer hydrophobic hydrocarbon tail. Con-

sequently, ethanol, which is more polar than butanol, will be considerably less miscible
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Figure 5.13. Phase diagram for the oleic acid/butanol/sodium hydroxide
system, as shown in Figure 5.15. Point 1 corresponds to the synthesis con-
ditions reported in reference [79]. Point 2 corresponds to the synthesis
conditions listed in section 5.3.3. Note that the targeted region is the lamel-
lar liquid crystal, which is highlighted in blue. Also note that substituting
ethanol for butanol will alter the phase diagram.

Figure 5.14. Stability equilibria for water/sodium caprylate/alcohol sys-
tems at 20 ◦C and atmospheric pressure. Note the reduction in area of the
Region D, the lamellar phase, for ethanol compared with butanol. Figure
adapted from reference [81].

with oleic acid than caprylic acid. This will likely lead to an even more dramatic reduction

in the stability regime for the lamellar phase in this case.
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Figure 5.15. Stability equilibria for oleic acid/butanol/NaOH system at
standard conditions. Note the shift of the stability region for the lamellar
liquid crystal phase, labelled as liquid crystalline in the phase diagrams,
upon changing the mineralizer from NaOH to NaCO3. Figure adapted from
reference [85].

As a result, the conditions required to obtain the lamellar phase are likely confined

to an extremely narrow range of relative ratios of the fatty acid, alcohol, and water

in the ethanol case. This serves as an explanation for the difficulty in reproducing the

results—namely well-faceted particles with a SrO-terminated surface—using this syn-

thetic procedure.

5.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we discussed the synthesis of STO nanocrystals using various car-

boxylic acids. TEM was used as the primary characterization tool to determine that the

resulting particles were either nanocuboids similar to previous results using acetic acid

or small particles with ill-defined faceting. Finally, I related these conditions to literature

thermodynamic references for the liquid microemulsions to provide a rationale for the

observed particle morphologies. Possible future directions would be to perform a more

careful study of the microemulsion stability under the hydrothermal growth conditions
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via in-situ study, and attempts to use butanol or other long-chain alcohols instead of

ethanol.
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CHAPTER 6

Synthesis and Characterization of Barium Titanate Nanocuboids

6.1 Introduction

This work is motivated, in part, by previous observations of interesting materials

phenomena in BTO. For example, it is known that the stability of the tetragonal phase

of BTO depends significantly upon size.86–89 The study of well-faceted nanocrystals of

BTO fits into the larger picture of extending model material systems from macroscopic

single crystals to the nanoscale. Through shape-controlled, and, ideally, size-controlled

nanoparticle synthesis, quasi-ideal model catalytic systems can be successfully designed,

studied, and engineered. Determining synthetic routes for this is an important part of this

process, to enable the future study of reaction kinetics and selectivity for catalyst-support

systems.

Hydrothermal preparation is a time-provenmethod to obtain crystalline BTO.36,37,90–99

The nanoparticle synthesis literature reports several methods to control size and shape

of highly monodisperse particles, mostly relying upon surfactants of various kinds to

accomplish this outcome.97–99

For applications which require subsequent deposition of active materials, such as

catalysis and some electronic devices, it is important to be able to effectively remove the

surfactants from the nanoparticle surfaces after synthesis. Thus, for this study, the use

of high molecular weight oligomers was avoided to ensure that they could be removed

using common solvents, such as water and ethanol. With these ideas in mind, a synthetic

approach to obtain crystalline BTO nanocuboids is described below where relatively low
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molecular weight surfactants are combined with hydrothermal synthesis to obtain shape

and size–controlled nanocrystals.

6.2 Synthesis

The method developed by Dr. Federico Rabuffetti for the synthesis of STO, published

in reference [80], was used as a starting point, and modified as as described below.

Ba(OH)2 ·8H2O was substituted for Sr(OH)2 ·8H2O, and the concentrations of both the

Ba and Ti precursors were doubled. Additionally, the temperature and runtime of the

hydrothermal treatment was varied in order to optimize the particle size distribution.

With these changes, the details of the synthesis are as follows.

Solution A was prepared by dissolving 9–18mmol of Ba(OH)2 ·8H2O in 50mL of

1m acetic acid solution. Solution B was prepared by dissolving an equimolar amount of

TiCl4 in 20mL ethanol. Solution B was added to Solution A and 5 g solid NaOH pellets

were added to the resulting solution while stirring. Upon the addition of NaOH, the

solution become viscous and required vigorous stirring to maintain a uniform mixture.

The solution was stirred continuously for an additional 15–30min, and subsequently

transferred to a Teflon-lined autoclave (Parr) for hydrothermal treatment. Several batches

were run at different temperatures and runtimes: at 240 ◦C and 180 ◦C from 12h to

48 h. After hydrothermal treatment, the resulting white powder was centrifuged with

deionized water repeatedly until a neutral pH (7) was attained, as measured by pH strips.

The powder was then dried overnight (8–12 h) at 80 ◦C.
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6.3 Characterization

Several characterization techniques were employed to investigate the products pro-

duced by this synthesis. XRD provided a macroscopic analysis of the phase of crystalline

products. For X-ray data, the source was a simple Cu Kα tube source operating at 40 kV

and 20mA. XPS measured the chemical state and offered an estimate of the relative

amounts of the primary product and other secondary phases present in the sample. TEM

and TED enabled identification of particle morphology and size distributions, as well as

information about localized crystal structure.

6.4 Results

A first attempt at producing BTO by directly substituting Ba(OH)2 ·8H2O for Sr(OH)2 ·

8H2O in the method developed by Rabuffetti et al. while keeping all other parameters

identical successfully yielded single crystal BTO nanoparticles. However, there were sig-

nificant differences in the nanoparticle morphology. TEM imaging (see section 6.4.3

below) showed significant polydispersity with respect to both size and shape, with irreg-

ularly shaped particles ranging in size from tens of nanometers to one micrometer. To

improve this, the reaction conditions were altered. The enthalpy of formation for BTO100

is approximately 17 kJ/mol more exothermic than STO,101 so the reaction temperature

was reduced to 180 ◦C. Additionally, the solubility of the Ba precusor in water is lower

than the Sr precursor. Consulting thermodynamic predictions by Lencka and Riman (see

phase diagram pp 162–163 in reference [102]), the high-yield region for BTO requires a
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greater molality of metal precursors in solution than STO. Consequently, the concentra-

tions of both the Ba and Ti precursors were doubled to 18mmol while holding the other

parameters the same.

6.4.1 X-ray Measurements

Powder XRD confirmed that crystalline BTO resulted from the synthesis. The diffrac-

tion pattern shown in Figure 6.1 is indexed with cubic peak positions*that for BTO (space

group Pm3̄m), with lattice parameter of 4Å. Note that there is also evidence of a sec-

ondary phase. Although difficult to see against the strong reflections from BTO, fine scans

(see Figure 6.1a and 6.1b) show evidence of impurity crystalline peaks.

Further analysis of the secondary phase showed it best matches the witherite structure,

which is an orthorhombic phase of BaCO3 (BCO) (a = 5.3126 Å, b= 8.8958 Å, c = 6.4284

Å, α = β = γ = 90°), which is the stable phase at standard conditions. Unfortunately, the

quality of the data was not sufficient to carry out quantitative analysis, such as Rietveld

refinement, to determine the amount of secondary phase present using the X-ray data.

The use of a monochromator and/or a brighter source, such as a synchrotron, would

enable a more accurate determination from XRD.

*Note that in this case there is still the possibility of tetragonal peak splitting. The broadening effects from
the instrument and particle size cannot be deconvolved from the data shown Figure 6.1. Additional data
with higher resolution would be needed to confirm this.
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Figure 6.1. Powder XRD of products of BTO for run at 240 ◦C for 24 h. Note
the presence of weak reflections resulting from the presence of a secondary
phase identified as BCO.

6.4.2 X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy

To gain further insight, additional analysis of the BCO secondary phase was carried

out using XPS. The summary of that analysis follows.
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Four different synthesis runs with different parameters were characterized in the same

XPS chamber to provide comparable results. All spectra were acquired using the same

dwell time for each energy step to obtain comparable signal counts, although there was

some variation in sample loading.

The XPS spectra acquired were processed using the Avantage software from Thermo

Scientific, and each was charge shifted using the adventitious C 1s peak (284.8 eV) as

the reference. Peak fitting was performed using the same software with the built-in peak-

fitting subroutine. All spectra were fitted using a Gaussian-Lorentzian product hybrid with

the Powell algorithm and a convergence criterion of 0.001. This performs a least-squares

fit which attempts to minimize the residual for the difference between the experimental

peak and the fitted peak.

The C 1s and O 1s peaks were fitted using two singlets, while the Ba 3d and Ti 2p

peaks were fitted with a single doublet in order to constrain the separation of the fit.

To get a rough estimate for the quantity of secondary phase produced, the XPS peaks

were integrated and compared. The goal here is to compare the quantity of BCO versus

BTO for each sample by taking the integrated area of the Ba 3d, Ti 2p, C 1s, and O 1s

peaks. These areas were corrected with sensitivity factors for each element to determine

the atomic ratios of each. The results of this analysis appear in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1. Estimated atomic percentages of key binding energies for BTO
and BCO. The C 1s peak at 289 eV was fitted based upon reference values
for carbonate phases (see p 41 reference [103] as well as reference [104]).
Note that C contamination from the atmosphere and hydrocarbons is un-
avoidable and likely also present.
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Experiment Ba 3d (at %) Ti 2p (at %) C 1s (at %) O 1s (at %)

A 24h at 240 ◦C 21.2 19.5 2.8 56.5

B 12h at 180 ◦C 15.1 19.9 3.9 61.7

C 24h at 180 ◦C 12.9 21.4 5.9 60.0

D 48h at 180 ◦C 18.5 18.7 2.0 60.8

From the table, the BCO phase varies between 2 and 6 at % (approximately 1.7 and

5 wt %, respectively).
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Figure 6.2. XPS spectra of products of hydrothermal reaction at 240 ◦C for 24 h.
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(c) XPS scan of Ba 3d states.
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Figure 6.3. XPS spectra of products of hydrothermal reaction at 180 ◦C for 12 h.
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Figure 6.4. XPS spectra of products of hydrothermal reaction at 180 ◦C for 24 h.
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(c) XPS scan of Ba 3d states.
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Figure 6.5. XPS spectra of products of hydrothermal reaction at 180 ◦C for 48 h.
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6.4.3 Electron Microscopy

(a) Bright-field TEM image of synthesis run
at 240 ◦C for 24 h.

(b) Bright-field TEM image of synthesis run
at 180 ◦C for 12 h.

Figure 6.6. Bright field TEM image showing polydispersity of BTO nanopar-
ticles resulting from direct substitution of Ba(OH)2 ·8H2O. The effect of
lowering reaction temperature on the nanoparticle morphology can be see
by comparing (a) to (b).

The morphology of the BTO nanocrystals was studied with TEM imaging. Synthesis

at 240 ◦C produced polydisperse crystals with a range of shapes and sizes, as shown in

Figure 6.6a. The effect of lowering the reaction temperature to 180 ◦C can be seen in

Figure 6.6b. At this temperature, the nanocrystals are more monodisperse, with shapes

that are similar to STO nanocuboids made using the same technique. The particle size

distribution is shown in Figure 6.7 for the 180 ◦C 48h synthesis, with a mean particle

size of 80 nm.

The sample surface was found to be TiO2-rich, using HREM; more details can be

found in Chapter 7.
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Figure 6.7. Size distribution of BTO nanoparticles produced using modified
Federico synthesis.

6.5 Discussion

An unexpected by-product of the experiment was the occurrence of nanowires (see

Figure 6.8) with high aspect ratios. Figure 6.8b shows a selected area diffraction pattern

from the resulting BCO nanorods.

The resulting diffraction pattern is a ring pattern because multiple crystals with differ-

ent orientations all contribute to the total scattering. The pattern is indexed with positions

of the witherite phase of BCO. Since this is an orthorhombic structure, the interplanar

spacings can be determined using the equation:

1

d2
hkl

=
h2

a2 +
k2

b2 +
l2

c2, (6.1)
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.8. (a) Bright field TEM image of nanorods found during sample
imaging. (b) Selected-area TED from nanowires, indexed with peak posi-
tions of the witherite structure of BCO.

where h, k, l are Miller indices, a, b, and c are lattice constants, and dhkl is the d-spacing

of a particular atomic plane. The result of applying this analysis, a comparison between

kinematical positions and the measured electron diffraction d-spacings, appears in Ta-

ble 6.2.

Table 6.2. Comparison of experimental peak positions and kinematical posi-
tions for ring TED pattern of BCO nanowires, showing excellent agreement
between the model and experiment.

Ratios d111 : d021 : d222 : d321

Kinematical Peak Locations 1 : 0.983 : 0.5 : 0.428
Experiment (TEM) 1 : 0.964 : 0.496 : 0.424

From the literature105 it is known that BCO will form as a by-product of chemical

synthesis of BTO if CO2 is present in the atmosphere. To eliminate this secondary phase
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during the synthesis, one could dissolve and mix the Ba precursor in an inert atmosphere.

Alternatively, because the yield of BTO is so high (∼ 98 %), the BCO could be removed

post-synthesis using a dilute acid.98

Regarding the BCO particle morphology, there are several reports of high-aspect ra-

tio nanorods being produced as a result of using dicoctyl sodium sulfosuccinate mi-

croemulsions.97 By comparison, the synthesis reaction presented herein used a lower

molecular-weight surfactant—acetic acid (60 g/mol) instead of dicoctyl sodium sulfosuc-

cinate (444 g/mol)—but still contained carboxylic (-COOH) functional groups. Further

study would be required to determine how the surfactants influence the growth and final

shape of the BCO nanocrystals.

6.6 Conclusion

This chapter described the successful synthesis of crystalline BTO, and presented the

characterization used to determine the morphology and quantity of BCO secondary phase.

The BTO was found to match the cubic phase from powder XRD, and the average particle

size was found to be 80 nm from TEM imaging. This provides a robust, scalable method

to obtain high quality crystalline and shape-controlled BTO particles, while benefiting

from using a surfactant that is easy to remove for use in applications.
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CHAPTER 7

All Roads Lead to TiO2: {001} Surfaces of Barium Titanate and

Strontium Titanate Nanocrystals

7.1 Introduction

Nanoparticles with well-controlled shapes and sizes are highly desirable, and are often

sought as the end goal of nanoparticle synthesis because regular shape and size can be

exploited for applications. At the nanoscale,materials properties can, and often do, deviate

from those of their bulk counterparts. STO and BTO are two materials of importance

with a large supporting literature at both the macroscale and the nanoscale. The surface

of STO has been particularly well-studied, with many reports in the literature.106–113 The

ferroelectric properties of BTO have made it a material of interest for researchers.114,115

While the overall shape of many oxide nanoparticles as a function of hydrothermal

synthesis conditions is now established, the surface structure is known in only a few

rare cases. For many applications, the surfaces are more important than the bulk—for in-

stance when oxide nanoparticles are used as active catalyts, or supports in heterogeneous

catalysis. A few examples from recent literature show that properties such as electrical

conductivity116 and photocatalytic activity117 are facet-dependent, and ferroelectric prop-

erties have the potential to affect catalysis in operando.118 While it is established that the

surface of STO at the macroscale can be very complex,119–121 whether this carries over

to nanoparticles is unknown.

In this chapter, we will discuss HREM analysis to resolve surfaces of BTO and STO

nanoparticles. The {001} surfaces all have experimental contrast that matches the same

surface reconstruction reported in work on single crystals (see Figure 7.1).
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Figure 7.1. Polyhedralmodel of a 2× 2 supercell of the RT13 reconstruction
as reported in reference [60] viewed top-down and side-on. Note that the
purple surface units correspond to TiO5 truncated octahedra.

7.2 Methods

7.2.1 Synthesis

The solvothermal synthesis of STO developed by Rabuffetti et al.80 was modified to

study the effects of substituting different organic acids and Ba for Sr on the surface

structure and nanoparticle shape of STO and BTO nanoparticles. STO nanocuboids were

prepared using caprylic (octanoic) acid (STO-CA) as the surfactant. Equivalent molar con-

centrations of titanium tetrabutoxide (Ti(OBu)4) and strontium acetate (Sr(Ac)2) were

used in place of the reagents in the previously published method, and the temperature

was reduced to 180° C (see Table 7.1 for details).
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Table 7.1. Table for synthesis parameters for solvothermal synthesis of BTO
and STO, as discussed in this chapter. Note that only one case (with oleic
acid as the surfactant) results in A-site rich surface terminations.

A site

precursor

B site

precursor

T(°C) Surfactant pKa Primary

Faceting

Surface

Chemistry

Ref.

Sr(OH)2 · 8 H2O TiCl4 240 Acetic Acid 4.74 {001} TiO2 [65]

Ba(OH)2 · 8 H2O TiCl4 180 Acetic Acid 4.74 {001} TiO2 This work

Sr(Ac)2 Ti(OBu)4 180 Caprylic Acid 4.89 {001} TiO2 This work

Sr(Ac)2 Ti(OBu)4 180 Oleic Acid 9.85 {001} SrO [65]

Sr(Ac)2 Ti(OBu)4 240 Glycerol 14.1 {110} TiO2 Chapter 4

{001}* This work

Sr(Ac)2 Ti(OBu)4 240 Ethanol† 15.9 {001} TiO2 Chapter 4

Further details of the BTO synthesis can be found in Chapter 6.

STO dodecahedra were prepared using glycerol (STO-G) as the surfactant; the details

of the preparation appear in Chapter 4. Note that the surfactants were removed by soni-

cating and centrifuging the samples repeatedly in ethanol (STO-G) or deionized water

(BTO, STO-CA).

STO cuboids were also prepared using only ethanol as the nominal surfactant, but

with microwave heating instead of conventional heating; note that in this case, while the

pKa of ethanol is the highest of the surfactants discussed here, ethanol is fully miscible

with water, and cannot play the role of a true surfactant.
*Minority faceting
†Note that ethanol cannot truly serve as a surfactant, as it is fully miscible with water at all concentrations.
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For TEM imaging, the samples were dispersed in ethanol and drop cast onto lacey

carbon TEM grids. All imaging was performed using the Argonne chromatic aberration-

corrected TEM (ACAT) operating at 200 kV.

Figure 7.2. Low resolution TEM images of a) BTO b) STO-G and c) STO-CA

7.2.2 Image Simulations

To identify the experimental surface structure, several trial surface structures were

used to simulate HREM images using the MacTempas software program. All CIF struc-

tures used as input for simulations have been previously reported (see Supporting and/or

Supplemental information of references [60] and [122]) with the exception of bulk AO

and TiO2 supercells, which appear in Appendix A. Microscope parameters for all simula-

tions were as follows: spherical aberration coefficient Cs=-0.0050 mm, defocal spread due

to chromatic aberration ∆ f=30 Å, convergence angle α=0.5 mrad, C5=0, and coma=0.

The thickness was varied to fit the experimental images, paying attention to geometric

constraints imposed by the shape of the nanoparticles. The defocus was also varied to

obtain a good fit to the bulk, so that the agreement with the surface was an unbiased

result.
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7.3 Results

7.3.1 Experimental Results

The various solvothermal syntheses resulted in nanoparticles with a range of mean

particle sizes (defined as the distance between parallel facets): 100 nm for BTO (Fig-

ure 7.2a), 140 nm for STO-G (Figure 7.2b), and 80 nm for STO-CA (Figure 7.2c). The

particles ranged in size from 50 nm to 130 nm for the BTO case, 20 nm to 200 nm for

STO-G, and 40 nm to 80 nm for STO-CA.

The particles synthesized using organic acid surfactants (BTO and STO-CA) resulted

in cuboidal shapes, which are predominantly {001} terminated with rounded corners.

The STO-G synthesis resulted in rhombic dodecahedra, which are predominantly {110}

terminated. (We note that there is minor faceting of {001} present for these particles as

well; see Table 7.1.)

HREM revealed the surface morphology of the three different preparations as de-

scribed in the methods section. All particle surfaces were imaged using profile view

imaging,4,123 which is sensitive to atomic number for thin samples. For the {001} facets,

the best structural match was obtained using the RT13 reconstruction (see Figure 7.1)

as shown for STO-G (Figure 7.3), BTO samples (Figure 7.4), and STO-CA (Figure 7.5).

There is also a small region (see Figure 7.3 Region 1) that possibly matches a triple

layer structure, which matches reasonably well to anatase titania [001] for the extra half

unit cell (see Figure 7.3).

Measurements of the d-spacings of the surface and subsurface layer were 2.1 Å for

the experimental image as depicted in Figure 7.4c and 2.3 Å for the simulation shown

in Figure 7.4d. This is a deviation of approximately 10%, which is comparable with the
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Figure 7.3. a) Experimental image of STO-G (001) surface imaged along
the [100] zone axis, with simulated image insets of anatase titania [001]
(Region 1) and the RT13 reconstruction (Region 2). b) Atomic structure of
anatase TiO2 unit cell along the [001] zone axis. c) Second experimental
image of STO-G (001) surface along the [100] zone,with simulation of STO
RT13 inset. d) Atomic structure of the STO RT13 reconstruction viewed
along the [100] zone axis. e) Key for colors corresponding to O, Ti, Sr, and
Ba used in atomic models. Note that the simulations correspond to a single
bulk unit cell (orange box) along the projected direction. The conditions
for all simulations were: thickness=39 Å, focus=40 Å, and crystal tilt=0.

difference in the atomic radii between Ba and Sr. Given that the BTO RT13 simulation su-

percell was constructed by adapting the solved STO structure60 cells and substituting the

Sr atoms with Ba, this is quite good agreement between the simulated and experimental

contrast.

Simulated HREM for other possible surface structures appear in Figures 7.8-7.11,

including the (
√

5×
√

5) R 26.6° (RT5) and 3 × 3 as reported in previous work by Kienzle

et al.60 as well as the c(6 × 2) structure reported in work by Ciston et al.122 None of the
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Figure 7.4. a) Experimental image of BTO particle (001) surface imaged
along the [100] zone axis and with simulated images of the BTO RT13
reconstruction inset. b) Atomic structure of BTO RT13 along the [100] zone
axis. c) Experimental image of BTO particle (001) surface along the [110]
zone axis, with simulated image contrast of the BTO RT13 reconstruction
inset. d) Atomic structure of the BTO RT13 along the [110] zone axis. The
simulations correspond to a single bulk unit cell (orange box) along the
projected direction. The conditions for all simulation were: thickness=84
Å, focus=50 Å, and crystal tilt 7 mrad with an azimuthal angle of -45°. Note
contrast matching a TiO2 double layer at the surface terraces (the surface
and subsurface layers are highlighted with dashed purple rectangles).

alternatives were an adequate match to the experimental results. Comparable analysis

for the {110} facets of STO-G can be found in Chapter 4.
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Figure 7.5. a) Experimental image of STO-CA particle (001) surface im-
aged along the [110] zone axis,with simulated image inset of the STO RT13
reconstruction. b) Atomic structure of the STO RT13. Note that the simula-
tion corresponds to a single bulk unit cell (orange box) along the projected
direction. The simulation conditions were: thickness=84 Å, focus=40 Å,
and crystal tilt 7 mrad with an azimuthal angle of 45°. Note contrast match-
ing a TiO2 double layer at the surface (the surface and subsurface layers
are highlighted with dashed purple rectangles).

7.3.2 HREM Simulation Results

Here we describe the analysis for surface HREM imaging. Wide-area HREM images

of STO along the [110] and [100] zone axes appear in Figure 7.6 below.

Figure 7.6. Wide area HREM images of a) STO-CA viewed along the [110]
zone axis and b) STO-G viewed along the [100] zone axis.
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Several candidate structures were used as inputs to simulate images for reasonable

estimates of the experimental microscope conditions using the MacTempas software pro-

gram. MacTempas is an implementation of non-linear imaging theory using the multislice

algorithm.40 As a starting point, bulk crystallographic motifs for STO and BTO were used

to construct a map consisting of a montage of images spanning a range of thicknesses

and foci. Following this, crystal tilt was added to more closely match the experimental

images. The result of this process appears in Figure 7.7 for both STO and BTO.

Figure 7.7. Montage of BTO and STO simulatedmotifs along the [100] and
[110] zone axes. Thickness increases from left to right, and focus increases
from top to bottom.

Structures that were identified as possible candidates to match the surface contrast

include the c(6 × 2), RT13, RT5, (3 × 3), TiO2 1 × 1, and AO (A=Ba, Sr) 1 × 1. The

results of simulations which match best are shown side-by-side with the experimental

images, and appear below in Figures 7.8–7.11. For all of the simulations shown, only

the top 5 layers (surface, subsurface, and one bulk unit cell) are shown for purposes of

comparison.
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Figure 7.8. Comparison between experiment and simulations for the BTO
RT13, TiO2 1 × 1, and BaO 1 × 1 surface structures along the [110] zone
axis. The conditions were: thickness of 84 Å, focus of 50 Å, crystal tilt 7 mrad
with an azimuthal angle of -45°. From the surface and subsurface layers
(purple box), the TiO2 double layer structure bestmatched the experimental
results.

Figure 7.9. Comparison between experiment and simulations for the BTO
RT13, TiO2 1 × 1, and BaO 1 × 1 surface structures along the [100] zone
axis. The conditions were: thickness of 20 Å, focus of 90 Å, crystal tilt 0.
Note that the contrast for both TiO2 1 × 1 and BaO 1 × 1 appears the same
along this zone axis.

Note that the BTO RT13 simulation supercell was constructed by adapting the solved

STO structure60 cells and substituting the Sr atoms with Ba.
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Figure 7.10. Comparison between experiment and simulations for the STO
RT13, TiO2 1 × 1, SrO 1 × 1, and c(6 × 2) surface structures along the
[110] zone axis. The conditions were: thickness of 84 Å, focus of 40 Å,
crystal tilt 7 mrad with an azimuthal angle of 45°. From the surface and
subsurface layers (purple box), the TiO2 double layer best matched the
experimental results.

Figure 7.11. Comparison between experiment and simulations for the STO
RT13, TiO2 1 × 1, SrO 1 × 1, and c(6 × 2) surface structures along the
[100] zone axis. The conditions were: thickness of 39 Å, focus of 40 Å,
crystal tilt 0. Note that the contrast for both TiO2 1 × 1 and SrO 1 × 1
appears the same along this zone axis.

Simulations for the RT5 and (3 × 3) STO structures appear in Figure 7.12. Both these

structures are terminated with TiO2 double layers, and agree well with experimental

contrast along the [110] zone axis. However, neither agrees well when viewed along the

[100] direction. This, combined with the relative positions of these structures on the
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convex hull, makes the RT13 reconstruction the most likely surface termination for the

experimental conditions.

Figure 7.12. Simulated images for the RT5 and (3 × 3) surface structures
along the [110] and [100] zone axes. The conditions were the same as
the STO simulations in Figure 7.10 and Figure 7.11 along their respective
directions.

The small region which matches an extra half-unit cell of anatase titania, agrees with

observed growth of anatase titania on STO single crystals.124

7.4 Discussion

7.4.1 Surface Structure

All syntheses discussed here resulted in surfaces terminations that match contrast of

the RT13 structure. The RT13 structure has a TiO2 double-layer (DL) at the surface, and

has previously been observed on STO nanocuboids prepared using acetic acid, as well

as single crystals.60,65,125 The observation of a small region which matches the anatase

titania structure confirms literature reporting stable epitaxial growth of anatase titania

on STO single crystals.124 The results for both the {001} and the {110} indicate that

TiO2-rich surfaces are very common, and are likely pervasive for hydrothermal synthesis.
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7.4.2 Role of Surfactants and Water

It is well-known that acid etching preparation of bulk single crystal STO produces

TiO2-rich surfaces.126–129 In fact, there are several reports of deionized water etching

STO to obtain TiO2-terminated surfaces.130,131 In these cases the pH was in the acidic

range (below 7), which preferentially etches SrO, a basic oxide.

In our case, the pH of the solution is significantly higher (~14) during the growth

phase of the nanoparticle synthesis. Alkaline conditions are required to stabilize the for-

mation of crystalline BTO and STO.102,105 Comparing the nanoparticle growth conditions

with the etching conditions reported for single crystal studies, the presence of surfactants

is a key difference between the two. Thus, for our case, the surfactants will play a key

role in determining the final surface chemistry of the nanoparticles.

O

OH

O

OH

O

OH

OHHO

OH

Oleic Acid

Octanoic Acid

Acetic Acid

Glycerol

Figure 7.13. Molecular structure of various surfactants used in hydrother-
mal synthesis of titanates. All except oleic acid are used in this study.

It is also well-known that surfactant molecules can significantly change the shape of

nanoparticles through preferential adsorption during the growth process. Several surfac-

tants were investigated in this study. Acetic acid and caprylic acid are both carboxylates
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with the same functional group. Glycerol is a multidentate poly-ol with a very different

molecular structure from the organic acids employed in our study (see Figure 7.13 for

a direct comparison). Large differences in acidity can be seen by the wide range pKa

values in Table 7.1. Despite these differences, all syntheses yielded titania-rich surfaces.

A discussion of stabilization of alkali and alkaline earth metal ions by various ligands can

be found in work by Daniele et al.132 The instability of such ionic complexes with alcohol

compared with carboxylates can inform the observation of titania-rich {110} surfaces as

reported in previous work,133 and {001} surfaces in this study.

In studies on single crystals, SrOx surfaces are obtained by annealing at high tem-

peratures in oxygen-rich environments.134–137 Water is known to react with SrO to form

Sr(OH)2.138 The case of BaO is similar;139 like SrO,140 it will readily form a hydroxide,

which will not revert to the oxide unless heated in an inert atmosphere to temperatures

between 530 and 600 °C. Thus, it is important to protect A-site terminated surfaces to

prevent hydrolysis and subsequent dissolution.

To date, the only nanoparticle syntheses reported in the literature that result in A-site

terminated surfaces involve the use of liquid microemulsions.71,79 For the purposes of

this study, the molecular structure is the important factor to determine the surface chem-

istry; see differences in Figure 7.13. With sufficient packing density of the surfactant,78

and a sufficiently long hydrocarbon tail, the surfaces should be protected from aqueous

dissolution by steric hindrance. By targeting a water-poor region of the water/oil/alco-

hol phase diagram in which lamellar liquid crystals form, SrO-terminated nanocrystals

were obtained using oleic acid in previous work by Hu et al.65,71,79 While it is likely that
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other reports in the literature which use similar reaction conditions also result in A-site

terminated surfaces, characterization to determine this is not reported.141,142

7.4.3 Comparison with first-principles predicted structures

Turning now to the specific surface structure, the RT13 surface structure was observed

for all materials discussed in this article, independent of the choice of organic acid or

glycerol, with the exception of oleic acid (see HREM work by Dr. Yuyuan Lin et al in

reference [65]). The RT13 surface reconstruction is one of the low energy structures as

evidenced by the convex hull construction shown in Figure 7.14. It was first produced and

solved for flat surfaces by treating large single crystals using buffered etching conditions,

and annealed in oxidizing environments. It has since been observed for many other cases

with the (001) surface of STO125,128 and has been reported in one paper for BTO.143

7.4.4 Thermodynamic analysis

The STO (001) surface energies vary as function of the excess of TiO2 as shown in

Figure 7.14. Here, the surface energies computed from DFT calculations correspond to

enthalpies of formation. These are calculated with reference to bulk STO and rutile TiO2,

and are normalized to a single unit cell of (001) STO, in equilibrium with vacuum.

For the hydrothermally synthesized BTO and STO nanoparticles,wemust also consider

the thermodynamics of the surface dissolution in the aqueous synthesis enviroment.

Specifically, the enthalpies of the following reactions which describe the dissolution of
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Figure 7.14. Surface enthalpies versus excess TiO2 at the surface, calcu-
lated fromDFT known reconstructions on strontium titanate {001} surfaces.
The energies are referenced to bulk STO and rutile TiO2. Reproduced with
permission from reference [122].

the surface STO layer are considered:

SrTiO3 (bulk) SrO (s) + TiO2 (s) (7.1)

SrTiO3 (bulk) + 2H2O SrO (s) + Ti4+ (aq) + 4OH– (aq) (7.2)

SrTiO3 (bulk) + 2H2O SrO (s) + Ti(OH)4 (s) (7.3)

SrTiO3 (bulk) + H2O TiO2 (s) + Sr2+ (aq) + 2OH– (aq) (7.4)

SrTiO3 (bulk) + H2O TiO2 (s) + Sr(OH)2 (s) (7.5)

SrTiO3 (bulk) + 9H2O TiO2 (s) + Sr(OH)2 ·8H2O(s). (7.6)

In general, the surface STO (nominally a linear combination of SrO and TiO2) will disso-

ciate into the constituent components of bulk rutile TiO2 and rock salt SrO according to
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reaction 7.1. For TiO2 dissolution, we compare the enthalpies of reactions 7.1–7.3, and

similarly, for SrO dissolution, we compare the enthalpies of reactions 7.1, 7.4, 7.5, and 7.6.

The referenced standard enthalpies of formation appear in Table A.1 in Appendix A.

The most energetically favorable reactions for the TiO2 dissolution will be given by

∆Hdissolution,Ti = min {∆H7.1, ∆H7.2, ∆H7.3} , (7.7)

where ∆Hn on the right hand side of the equation are the enthalpy changes for reac-

tions 7.1–7.3, and ∆Hdissolution,Ti is the minimum enthalpy required for TiO2 dissolution.

According to Table 7.2, this corresponds to 1.39 eV/1×1 for reaction 7.1.

The most energetically favorable reaction for the SrO dissolution will be given by

∆Hdissolution,Sr = min {∆H7.1, ∆H7.4, ∆H7.5, ∆H7.6} , (7.8)

where ∆Hn on the right hand side of the equation are the enthalpy changes for each of

reactions 7.1, 7.4, 7.5, and 7.6, and ∆Hdissolution,Sr is the minimum enthalpy required for

the dissolution of SrO. From Table 7.2, this corresponds to−0.64 eV/1×1 for reaction 7.6.

For a given surface composition, the enthalpy of the TiO2/SrO dissolution reaction

must be added to the surface enthaply to give a net enthalpy Hnet described by

Hnet(x) =




HDFT(x) + |x |∆Hdissolution,Ti , x ≤ 0

HDFT(x) + |x |∆Hdissolution,Sr , x > 0
(7.9)

where x is the excess surface TiO2 (in units of TiO2/1×1), HDFT is the vacuum surface

enthalpy of surface structures along the convex hull, and∆Hdissolution,Ti and∆Hdissolution,Sr
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are the enthalpy changes for the dissolution of TiO2 and SrO, respectively, also normalized

to units of eV/1×1. The result of adding these dissolution terms is reflected by a shift in

the convex hull, as shown in Figure 7.15.

Figure 7.15. Effect of dissolution and hydrolysis of STO surface SrO and
TiO2 on the convex hull. The red points and shaded region correspond to
the vacuum DFT surface enthalpies within DFT error of the convex hull,
and blue points and shaded region correspond to the net surface enthalpies
taking dissolution of SrO and/or TiO2 into consideration.

This shift is asymmetric because of the greater increase in enthalpy for dissolving TiO2,

which further favors structures on the right hand side (x > 0) of the convex hull. Thus,

SrO dissolution is favored over that of TiO2. Note that the RT13 structure is the minimum
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energy structure with respect to the vacuum energies from DFT and the shifted values

after dissolution of surface SrO.

Table 7.2. Dissolution enthapies for TiO2 and SrO dissolution reactions 7.1–7.6.

Reaction ∆Ho
reaction (kJ/mol) ∆Ho

reaction (eV/1×1)

(7.1) 134.35 1.39

(7.2) 241.61 2.50

(7.3) 140.72 1.46

(7.4) 1.25 0.013

(7.5) 0.62 0.006

(7.6) −61.74 −0.64

7.5 Conclusion

Hydrothermal routes to synthesize titanate nanomaterials in aqueous environments

generally result in TiO2-rich surfaces. These surfaces are stable as 4- and 5-coordinated

polyhedra, as confirmed by HREM. While TiO6 octahedra are preferred, truncated oc-

tahedral TiO5 units60 form the framework of the RT13 reconstruction observed on STO

(001), and TiO4 tetrahedra are the building blocks of the (n × 1) homologous series of

reconstructions64,113 observed on the STO (110) surface. The driving for the formation

of the TiO2-rich surfaces is thermodynamics in aqueous conditions.
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CHAPTER 8

Adhesion of Pt and Pd Nanoparticles on Oxide Supports

8.1 Introduction

Previous chapters described work to synthesize and characterize shape-controlled

nanoparticles. The motivation is to use them in applications that depend upon surface

chemistry, such as heterogeneous catalysis. This chapter details work to engineer catalytic

systems using {110}- and {001}-faceted STO particles as catalyst supports. Two noble

metals, platinum and palladium, were studied as candidates because of their close lattice

match (3.92Å and 3.89Å, respectively) compared to 3.905Å for STO.

8.1.1 Winterbottom Modeling

When depositing a material onto an idealized flat substrate, one must consider the

vapor (or liquid) phase, substrates, and the deposited material.144

Typically, one would use the Winterbottom construction145 to model the equilibrium

shape for a particle in contact with a flat substrate. The minimum energy configuration

takes the intersection between the thermodynamic Wulff shape (see Chapter 3 for a

description) and the substrate. For a flat material, this amounts to slicing through the

Wulff shape at a height which will be determined by a single energy term, which we can

define as the interfacial energy:

γint = γpv + γbond. (8.1)

Here the interfacial energy γint will depend upon the particle-vapor surface energy of γpv,

and an affinity or bonding term γbond. The interfacial energy can be either positive or

negative depending upon the local material structure at the interface, material properties
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such as lattice misfit, polarity, and the chemical affinity between the particle and substrate.

Figure 8.1 shows the effect of changing the interfacial energy upon the particle adhesion

to the substrate. The two limiting cases, total wetting and total dewetting, will occur

when γint ≤ −γpv and γint ≥ γpv, respectively.

γint − γsv = γpv

γint − γsv = 0
−γpv < γint − γsv < 0

Figure 8.1. Schematic showing three distinct cases of wetting of a crys-
talline material on a substrate. Left shows complete dewetting, where
γint − γsv = γpv. The middle illustrates the case where γint = 0. Right
shows near complete wetting, where γint is negative but greater than the
absolutive value of the particle surface energy. Not shown is the case where
where γint ≤ −γp, which would be complete wetting. Graphic generated
using the WulffMaker Winterbottom Mathematica code.52

8.1.2 Multiply Twinned Particles and a modified Winterbottom construction

For defect-free crystalline materials, the minimum energy shape will be given by the

thermodynamic Wulff construction. However other shapes are possible. For FCC metals

in particular, it is well-known146–151 that one can form a variety of twinned shapes. These

shapes, which are modeled by the modified Wulff construction,147,149 include lamellar

twinned particles, decahedra, and icosahedra, as well as several variants with re-entrant
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faceting. Both decahedra and icosahedra are classified as multiply twinned particle (MTP)

and are constructed of tetrahedra units joined along {111} planes (see Figure 8.2 for an

illustration of a decahedron wetting a substrate).

Figure 8.2. Illustration of decahedral MTP composed of five tetrahedra wet-
ting a substrate. Note that joining tetrahedra together in this manner will
not fill space, leaving a gap. This gap is closed by straining the tetrahedra,
introducing a defect known as a disclination. See reference [147] for more
details.

There are several reasons why twins can change the adhesion of particles to a substrate.

One is that local coordination environment around the twin will be changed from that of

a single crystal, resulting in a change in γbond. Another is the introduction of strain, both

internal to the particle, and between the particle and substrate. The presence of twins

will also introduce rotations between the particle lattice and the substrate lattice due to

the multiplicity of segments in contact with substrate. This will be a dominating term

because it is no longer possible to have a single particle/substrate interface, as will be

discussed next.
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The first order correction to theWinterbottom construction for the case of MTPs would

be to consider the addition of new interfaces for each twin segment in contact with the

substrate. Doing so, we can define total interfacial energy of the system as

Etot
int =

∑
i

γiint A
i
int , (8.2)

where γiint are the interfacial energies for each of the particle segments in contact with

the substrate, Ai
int are the contact areas for each of these segments, and Etot

int is the total

interfacial energy. To facilitate the comparison of different particle shapes, we can define

an effective interfacial energy:

γeff
int =

∑
i
γiint A

i
int∑

i
Ai

int

, (8.3)

where γeff
int is the effective interfacial energy and the other variables are the same as above.

Figure 8.3. Two-dimensional illustration of a decahedron wetting a sub-
strate surface. The segments are labeled from 1 through 5 counterclockwise.
On the left is a case with three segments in contact with the substrate, with
lengths l1, l2, and l5. On the right is a case with four segments in contact
with the substrate, with lengths l2, l3, l4, and l5.
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To demonstrate this analysis, we will consider a two-dimensional analogue, as shown

in Figure 8.3. Instead of a contact area, we will have a contact length, l. For the case of

a decahedron with five twins, which is a pentagon when projected in two dimensions,

there will a total of five tetrahedral units, shown as triangles in the illustration.

If we assign interfacial energies γi for all of the segments, we can determine what

level of wetting will be optimal for the system. As an example, let us take the case of

three segments in contact as shown on the left. The total length l will be the sum of

the segments in contact with the substrate i.e. The total length l will be the sum of the

segments in contact with the substrate i.e.

l =




l1 + l2 + l5 0 ≤ h < h0

l2 + l3 + l4 + l5 −hcrit < h < 0

l3 + l4 h ≤ −hcrit

(8.4)

where li are the segment contact lengths, h is the exposed height as shown in Figure 8.3,

h0 is the Wulff center distance, and hcrit is a critical h value at which the contact length

for segments 2 and 5 goes to zero. The value of hcrit, determined using geometry, is

h0
sin 72◦ sin 18◦

sin 54◦ sin 108◦ ≈ 0.382h0. By symmetry we can simply this expression by substituting

l2 = l5 and l3 = l4:

l =




l1 + 2l2 0 ≤ h < h0

2l2 + 2l3 −hcrit < h < 0

2l3 h ≤ −hcrit

(8.5)
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In the fully dewetted case l1 = h, l2 = 0, and the total contact length l will be l1. The

effective surface energy will be γ100 in this case for the figure as drawn. For the case

where the particle exposed height h is positive and less than the Wulff center distance

h0 we will have the following relationships for l after accounting for geometry:

l = l1 + 2l2 0 ≤ h < h0 (8.6)

l = 2h tan 36◦ +
2(h0 − h)
sin 72◦

(8.7)

≈ 2.103 h0 − 0.65 h (8.8)

In the partially wetted case where −hcrit < h < 0 we will have

l = 2l2 + 2l3 hcrit < h < 0 (8.9)

l = 2|hcrit − h|
sin 54◦

sin 18◦ sin 72◦
+ 2|h| tan 72◦ (8.10)

≈ 5.51|hcrit − h| + 6.156h (8.11)

And for the case with partial wetting where h ≤ −hcrit the effective surface energy will

be γ110 and the contact length will be given by

l = 2l3 h ≤ −hcrit (8.12)

l = 2|h − hcrit |
1

tan 36◦
(8.13)

≈ 2.75|h − hcrit | (8.14)
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Figure 8.4. Illustration of wetting of a droplet on a substrate according to
the Young-Dupré model. Figure adapted from reference [144].

8.1.3 Relation to droplet wetting model

With many segments in contact with the substrate, it should be a reasonable ap-

proximation to use the spherical droplet model. While this model does not account for

anisotropy of faceting, it does provide a good measure of the level of truncation. The

contact angle for a droplet in equilibrium with a surface is related to the surface energies

of the substrate and the particle through the Young equation:

γsv = γpv cos θ + γsp, (8.15)

where θ is the contact angle, γsv is the substrate surface energy, γpv is the particle surface

energy, γsp is the particle-substrate interfacial energy. Both the substrate and particle

surface energies are implicitly in equilibrium with a vapor phase, which is taken to be

vacuum for modeling purposes.
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8.2 Experimental

8.2.1 Deposition of Pt and Pd on STO

ALD is a technique that leverages gas-phase chemistry to deposit materials onto a

substrate in a rate-controlled fashion. Carried out in a viscous flow reactor,152 ALD has

the property of being self-limiting based upon available binding sites on the substrate.

To grow metals, typically organometallic complexes are used, and they are cycled with a

radical generating gas such as water or ozone to remove the organic ligands and leave

behind the metal adsorbates. These adsorbates can migrate along the surface to nucleate

and grow into particles. There are cases where small clusters and even single atoms

of metals have been deposited and stabilized using this technique.153 ALD was used to

deposit both platinum and palladium onto STO nanoparticles.

Wet impregnation is a deposition technique that uses solution-based chemistry to

adsorb coatings and small particles on another material. It relies upon chemical poten-

tial gradients and electrostatic forces to drive the nucleation and growth from aqueous

species in the liquid phase to the solid that is being coated. By comparison with ALD,

wet impregnation can quickly deposit large quantities of material, but in a less controlled

manner.

Platinum samples were prepared by collaborator Ryan Hackler. The precursor used

for platinum ALD was (methylcyclopentadienly)trimethly platinum (MeCpPtMe3). The

platinum ALD used alternating 120 s exposures of MeCpPtMe3 followed by 120 s of 10%

ozone in oxygen at 300 ◦C. Each cycle was followed by a 120 s purge under nitrogen.

Samples were prepared with 1 and 3 cycles on both supports. They were deposited

onto the {110}-faceted STO dodecahedra as well as anatase titania supports purchased
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from Sigma Aldrich. More details about the platinum-titania samples can be found in

Chapter 9.

Palladium samples were prepared by collaborators via both wet impregnation and

ALD. Dr. Cassie George carried out the ALD deposition, using palladium(II) hexafluo-

roacetylacetonate (Pd(C5HF6O2)2 or Pd(hfac)2) and formalin the palladium precursors.

The palladium ALD used alternating 300 s exposures of Pd(hfac)2 and formalin followed

by 300 s of 10% ozone in oxygen at 200 ◦C. Each cycle was followed by a 300 s purge

under nitrogen. Samples were prepared with 1, 5, and 10 cycles. Dr. Bor-Rong Chen

prepared additional samples via wet impregnation using palladium nitrate Pd(NO3)2

was used as the metallic salt under ambient conditions. Both deposition techniques were

employed to deposit palladium on both STO nanocuboids and dodecahedra.

8.2.2 HREM Imaging of Metal–Oxide interface

Several microscopes were used to study the particle wetting using HREM. A probe-

corrected JEOL ARM 200CF at UIC was used primarily for atomic resolution HAADF

imaging. The ACAT, a Cs/Cc corrected Titan 80-300ST was used for HREM in parallel

illumination. A JEOL 2100F was used for conventional HREM imaging. All microscopes

were operated at 200kV.

8.2.3 Measurement of contact angle

For the case of multiply-twinned particles, contact angle measurements were carried

out to measure the particle wetting to facilitate comparison of metal particle adhesion

on the oxide supports. The contact angle was measured by fitting a circle of radius r to

particles identified in experimental HREM images. The edge of the substrate was marked
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with a line, and the contact length was measured at this height. These two values can be

related to the contact angle θ through the equation

θ =




π
2 − arccos l

r hexp ≥ r

π
2 + arccos l

r hexp < r,
(8.16)

where l is the contact length, r is the particle radius hexp is the exposed height of the

particle, and θ is the contact angle as defined above. Figure 8.5 illustrates the geometrical

relationship between the contact angle, the contact length and the radius for a spherical

droplet. All measurements were performed using the ImageJ software.

A

B
C φ

θ

A

BC
φ
θ

Figure 8.5. Geometrical illustration of contact angle and particle wetting.
The left case shows particle wetting, where hexp < r. The right shows the
dewetting case, where hexp ≥ r.
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8.3 Results

The platinum samples with 1 and 3 ALD cycles were confirmed by inductively coupled

plasma (ICP) analysis to have 1.1 and 3wt%, respectively. Platinum particles for the two

ALD preparations were found to have average particle sizes of 1.38 nm with a standard

deviation of 0.84 nm and 2.69 nm with a standard deviation of 0.67 nm, respectively.

Palladium samples grown by ALD were confirmed by ICP to have 0.2, 1.0, and 1.2wt%

loadings for 1, 5, and 10 cycles, respectively. The palladium particles had averages sizes of

2.6 nm with a standard deviation of 0.8 nm, 2.9 nm with a standard deviation of 0.5 nm,

and 3.2 nm with a standard deviation of 0.7 nm for the three respective loadings. The wet

impregnation samples had 3wt% mass loading, with an average particle size of 7.6 nm

with a standard deviation of 1.9 nm.

HREM imaging revealed that the particle shape and wetting varied significantly de-

pending upon the particle material and the support. Additionally, there were significant

numbers of MTPs for palladium. These phenomena motivated further study, the descrip-

tion of which follows.
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T

Single Crystal

Figure 8.6. Population statistics for images of platinum and palladium
nanoparticles observed by HREM. N is the total number of particles ob-
served for each material. More that 100 particles were counted for each
material, and 80% of the platinum particles were single crystals, while
about the percentage were twinned particles for palladium.

8.3.1 Populations of single crystals and twinned particles for platinum and

palladium

A comparison of platinum and palladium populations appears in Figure 8.6. For plat-

inum, 111 particles were counted, and 80% identified as single crystals. This observation

agrees with previous work by Dr. James Enterkin54,154 for platinum deposited on STO

nanocuboids. For palladium, 107 particles were counted, and 78% of the particles were

identified as MTPs or lamellar twinned particles. Note that for the palladium case, the

majority of the particles are MTPs, which is the opposite of the platinum case.

A visual summary of the different particle types observed for palladium appears in

Figure 8.7. Several types of MTPs were observed, including icosahedra and decahedra.
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Figure 8.7. Summary of types of palladium particles observed after depo-
sition on both (001) and (110)-faceted STO nanoparticles. The labels Dh
and Ih refer to decahedron and icosahedron, respectively. The scale bar of
1 nm applies to all images.

Figure 8.8 shows the contact angle distribution for palladium nanoparticles. Note that

this includes particles grown by both wet impregnation and ALD, and both STO supports.

The mean contact angle was 114° with standard deviation of 18.1.

For platinum, the majority of the particles were single crystals, and noMTPs that could

be identified were observed. A representative image of the particle morphologies appears

in Figure 8.11. The contact angle distribution for platinum appears in Figure 8.12. The

mean contact angle was 101° with a standard deviation of 30°. Note that there are two

maxima, which correlate well with two different STO supports.
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Figure 8.8. Histogram showing the distribution in contact angles measured
for palladium nanoparticles after deposition on STO supports. Note that
this includes both single crystals and twinned particles.

Figure 8.9. HREM image of palladium nanoparticles on STO (110) surface.
Note several decahedra as well as other twinned particles observed.
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Figure 8.10. HREM image of palladium nanoparticles on STO (001) sur-
face. Note several decahedra as well as other twinned particles observed.

Figure 8.11. HREM image of platinum nanoparticles on STO (110) surface.
Note that the majority of the particles are single crystals.
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Figure 8.12. Histogram showing the distribution in contact angles mea-
sured for platinum nanoparticles after deposition on STO supports. Note
that there is a support-dependence effect, splitting the dataset into two
shows that the there is maximum around 75° for the (001) STO, and at
100° for (110) STO.
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8.4 Discussion

8.4.1 Effect of ALD precursor

An initial hypothesis regarding the stark difference in population statistics was that

the ligands from the precursor used for the palladium ALD remained adsorbed to the STO

surface, and in some manner influenced the growth. Previous work done in collaboration

with Dr. Bor-Rong Chen found that these ligands bind more strongly to SrO-terminated

STO nanocuboids than TiO2-terminated ones (see reference [155]). To test this, we can

compare the results for palladium deposited onto STO using a different method. The wet

impregnation method does not use organic ligands, and thus the ligands leftover from

the ALD process can be ruled out as the cause of twin formation.

A total of ten particles were able to be identifed as either single crystals or twinned,

of which five could measured to determine the contact angle. Figure 8.13 shows the

histogram for contact angles and for both ALD and wet impregnation. There are no

statistically significant differences between the contact angles, and while the number of

particles counted is low relative to the number of particles counted for the ALD technique,

100 % of the particles observed were either MTPs or lamellar twinned particles.
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Figure 8.13. Histogram showing the distribution in contact angles mea-
sured for palladium nanoparticles separated by deposition technique. Note
that while the number of counts for the wet impregnation (label WI), is
low, 100% of the particles observed were either MTPs or lamellar twinned
particles.

8.4.2 Support effect

For palladium, studies using single crystal supports of STO have shown preference for

single crystals, although the orientation can be changed through control of the surface

reconstructions present in the substrate.156,157 Additionally, the growth conditions were

not the same as our conditions. Changing the STO support in our case did not have a

significant effect on the population of single crystals. The (001) faceted STO had 22%

single crystals, while the (110) had 26% single crystals. Both of these numbers are lower

than expected based solely upon the lattice mismatch, which is smaller in magnitude

for the palladium-STO system compared to the platinum-STO system. It is possible that
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there is a lattice contraction at these particle sizes which destabilizes these particles on

STO; a more careful analysis would be required to confirm this.

For the platinum case, there is a significant difference in the contact angle as a function

of the support effect. However, in this case, the majority of the particles are single crystals,

which should be modeled using the Winterbottom construction. This has already been

done for platinum on STO nanocuboids, see reference [154]. There is literature which

reports twinning in platinum as well,158–160 so there is no intrinsic reason why platinum

should exhibit such a marked decrease in twinned particles relative to palladium.

8.5 Conclusions and Future Work

Additional study is needed to determine the origin of the significant increase in the

number of twinned particles for palladium. Since platinum is known to twin like other FCC

metals, the first variable to control for would be the substrate material. Additional imag-

ing experiments on the platinum-titania samples using high-resolution HAADF imaging

should enable identification of single crystals and MTPs in these samples. Future work

could also investigate the effect of additional supports, such as lanthanide scandates,

which have markedly different electronic structure and chemical environments compared

to STO and titania. While elucidating the effects of the twinning on catalysis would be

interesting, it would likely be extremely challenging to deconvolve other effects such as

the metal-support interaction and changes in the electronic structure. If the selectivity

towards twinned particles or single crystals could be controlled, then it would merit ad-

ditional attention to determine whether there is a large impact on materials properties

for catalysis applications.
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CHAPTER 9

Catalysis on oxide supports

9.1 Introduction

Muchwork has been done to study catalysis using supported noble metals. Controlling

the faceting of the support material is important because support facets can control the

catalyst particle shape, stabilize the catalysts from deactivation due to sintering over time,

and introduce new perimeter sites at the interface between the catalyst and support. All

of these factors can dramatically impact catalytic performance. Additionally, a plethora

of effects can play significant roles during reactions, including exposed crystallographic

planes,161 charge transfer between the catalyst and support,162,163 the participation of

support oxygen in the reaction164–166 and migration of support atoms167,168 through the

SMSI effect. To enable the deconvolution of these effects, it is useful to leverage knowledge

gained from surface science studies of large, flat single crystals.169–175 However, the

surface area of such samples is too low to allow for catalytic testing in reactor studies.

The resulting “materials gap,” brought about by the lack of applicability of the single

crystal to industrially relevant catalysts, is a known problem.176–180

Building on previous work by Drs. James Enterkin, Yuyuan Lin, and Chuandao Wang,

I have leveraged shape-controlled particles to address this gap. The gravimetric surface

areas are high enough to allow reactor studies, while simultaneously enabling use of the

knowledge gained from studies of single crystal surfaces. These studies include work done

using platinum53,181–185 and palladium156,157,186,187 deposited on STO single crystals.

The synthesis and characterization of these supports has been described previously (see

references [79, 80, 188] and Chapter 4).
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This chapter describes work using platinum supported by STO polyhedra, with a

control support material of anatase titania purchased from a commercial vendor. The

reason for this choice is to compare a titania-rich surface termination with a titania

material that is not shape-controlled. In particular, platinum-catalyzed CO oxidation on

{110}-faceted STO and acrolein hydrogenation on {100}-faceted STO nanocuboids are

the primary foci.

9.1.1 CO Oxidation

There are many economically relevant chemical processes, almost all of which rely

upon catalysts. Among these is CO oxidation, which is important for emissions control de-

vices in internal combustion engines. There is significant interest in improving efficiencies

at low temperature,181,189–196 primarily because the majority of pollutants are emitted

before the catalytic converter has had time to warm up. Additionally, increased stability

of the catalyst as a function of time is another desired trait, to reduce cost of replacement

due to catalyst deactivation. These two parameters were investigated through temper-

ature and time studies of CO oxidation of platinum catalysts supported by both STO

and anatase titania. Comparing these two materials is relevant given that the surface

termination of the STO nanocrystals is TiO2-rich (see Chapter 4 and Chapter 7), and

anatase TiO2 is a standard reducible oxide support that is commercially available.

9.1.2 Strong Metal Support Interaction via ALD

Additional reactor studies using {100} faceted STO nanocuboids were carried out

by collaborator Dr. Robert Kennedy . The primary goal was to study the effect of ALD

overcoats on the selectivity for acrolein hydrogenation. The introduction of chemically
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different reactive sites via oxide overcoats (either titania or alumina) should result in

selectivity towards one of these products over the other. My role in this work was to

perform experiments to determine the overcoat thickness.

9.2 Experimental Methods

9.2.1 Preparation of catalyst samples

STO nanocuboid catalyst supports were synthesized following the method previously

published by Rabufetti et. al.80 STO dodecahedra supports were synthesized as described

in Chapter 4. Anatase titania supports were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Catalyst

samples for CO oxidation were prepared by depositing platinum via ALD onto STO

nanocuboids, STO dodecahedra, and anatase titania. The platinum ALD was carried

out under conditions reported in Chapter 8. In this case, 1 and 3 cycles of platinum

deposition were carried out.

For samples used to study SMSI, 5 cycles of platinum ALD were deposited onto STO

nanocuboids. Further ALD was performed to deposit titania and alumina overcoats. For

titania, titanium tetraisopropoxide (TTIP) and deionized water were dosed at 200 ◦C for

120 s, followed by a 120 s nitrogen purge. A total of 10 cycles of titania was overcoated

onto the platinized STO nanocuboids. For alumina, trimethyl aluminum (TMA) and

deionized water were dosed at 200 ◦C for 120 s, followed by a 120 s nitrogen purge. A

total of 5 cycles of alumina was overcoated onto the platinized STO nanocuboids.

9.2.2 Characterization

Electron microscopy was carried out using several microscopes. A JEOL 2100F was

used for conventional HREM imaging. A Hitachi HD-2300 equipped with a secondary
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electron detector was used for both secondary electron and HAADF imaging. A probe-

corrected JEOL 200CF was used in STEM mode to obtain atomic resolution HAADF

images and high resolution EDS scans. All microscopes were operated at 200 kV.

Adsorption isotherms were measured using a Micromeritics 3Flex instruments to

determine the gravimetric surface areas via BET analysis for each sample.

Inductively coupled plasma optical emission Spectroscopy (ICP-OES) was used to

measure the catalyst mass loadings using a Thermo iCAP 7600 ICP-OES instrument.

Oxygen was assumed to be stoichiometric to calculate the relative mass loadings, as

ICP-OES is not sensitive to oxygen.

Diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier transform spectroscopy (DRIFTS) characterization

was performed using a Nicolet 6700 equipped with a Praying Mantis diffuse reflectance

cell and sample chamber with heating stage and temperature controller. All samples were

pre-reduced under flowing H2 in-situ for 2 h at 250 ◦C.

XPS measurements were carried out by Christopher Mizzi using a Thermo Scientific

ESCALAB 250Xi using a monochromatic Al Kα (1486.6 eV) X-ray source. Survey scans,

as well as scans of the relevant Sr, Ti, Pt, and O binding energies, were acquired for all

samples in the same run.

9.2.3 Catalytic testing

9.2.3.1 CO Oxidation

CO oxidation experiments were carried out using an Altimara BenchCAT 4000 mi-

croreactor. Samples were diluted with between 600 and 1200mg silicon dioxide sand

and loaded into a 1/400 silica tube with a glass wool catalyst bed. The temperatures

were set to 80 ◦C, 100 ◦C and 120 ◦C and flow rates were varied from 15 sscm to 100 sscm.
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Reaction products were analyzed using an Agilent gas chromatograph (GC) equipped

with a temperature conductivity detector (TCD). The reactant gas stream consisted of

0.5mol% CO and 20mol% O2 balanced with helium. The GC column separation resulted

in an absence of CO2 detected by the TCD, so conversion was calculated by monitoring

the amounts of O2 and CO. The platinum catalyst weight W was calculated from the

measured catalyst placed into the reactor tube and the weight fraction from the ICP-OES

mass loadings:

W =
fPtmtotal

Mpt
, (9.1)

where W is the catalyst weight, fPt is the weight fraction of platinum from ICP, mtotal

is the total catalyst mass loaded into the reactor, and MPt is the molecular weight of

platinum (195.05 g/mol).W will have units of mol of platinum. At constant temperature

and pressure, the flow F can be calulated by combining the ideal gas law:

PV = nRT (9.2)

with the equation:

F = J =
∂n
∂t
=

P
RT
∂V
∂t
≈

P
RT
∆V
∆t
, (9.3)

where P is pressure, R is the gas constant, T is temperature in Kelvin, t is time, n is the

number of moles, V is volume. F will have units of mol/s of the reagent gases. Conversion

is defined as as the fraction of products to reagents after leaving the reactor:

Conversion =
F0

CO − FCO

F0
CO

(9.4)
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where F0
CO is the flow of CO at zero conversion, and FCO is the flow of CO at the reaction

conditions. The zero conversion area FCO was determined by measuring the flow through

a tube filled with silica sand at room temperature.

9.2.3.2 Acrolein Hydrogenation

Collaborator Dr. Robert Kennedy carried out all catalytic testing of acrolein hydro-

genation. The details can be found in his PhD dissertation, see reference [197] (also in a

submitted manuscript).

9.3 Results

The platinum ALD on STO dodecahedra resulted in well-dispersed particles with

average sizes of 1.38 nm and 2.94 nm for 1 and 3 ALD cycles, respectively. The BET surface

areas were 10m2/g before deposition, which increased to 12.9m2/g and 14m2/g, for the

1 cycle and 3 cycle samples. The mass loadings measured by ICP for these samples were

1wt% and 3wt%, respectively. Images showing the particles and their size distributions

appear in Figure 9.1.

The anatase titania supports had significantly higher surface areas, with BET analysis

showing 85m2/g. The mass loadings from ICP were 0.2 and 2wt% for 1 and 3 ALD

cycles, respectively. The BET surface areas for these samples 100m2/g and 105m2/g.

The average platinum particle size was ∼ 1nm for 1 ALD cycle and 1.38 nm for 3 ALD

cycles.

Samples for acrolein hydrogenation had an average platinum particle size of 2 nm and

mass loadings of 4wt% platinum prior to oxide overcoat deposition. The mass loadings

of the overcoats were 2.7wt% for alumina and 3.8wt% for titania.
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Figure 9.1. Secondary electron images and particle size distributions for
(left) 1 platinum ALD and (right) 3 ALD cycles.

9.3.1 Selectivity through ALD SMSI

Figure 9.2 shows reaction data demonstrating the observed selectivity towards allyl

alcohol for the titania overcoated samples, when compared with the bare platinum–STO

and alumina overcoated samples.

The overcoat thickness, as determined from HREM imaging, was on the order of 6Å

for the alumina sample and 5Å for the titania case (see Figure 9.3). EDS line scans (see

Figure 9.4) confirmed these observations, which show that the alumina overcoat blocked

the perimeter sites of platinum supported on STO nanocuboids.
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Pt-SrTiO3

Alumina-Pt-SrTiO3

Titania-Pt-SrTiO3

Figure 9.2. Plot of catalytic conversion versus time on stream showing
increased selectivity towards allyl alcohol for titania overcoated Pt-STO
samples, compared with the bare Pt-STO and alumina-Pt-STO samples.
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Figure 9.3. HREM images of ALD overcoats of (a) alumina and (b) titania.
The overcoats are visible as a disordered film at the perimeter of the plat-
inum nanoparticle in (a) and also over the top of the platinum nanoparticle
in (b). Note that the scale bar applies to both images.
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Figure 9.4. Combined BF/HAADF/EDS of Al2O3/Pt/SrTiO3 (a-c) and
TiO2/Pt/SrTiO3 (d-f). The bright-field (a, d) and HAADF (b, e) images
show platinum on the (001) of STO. An amorphous oxide film can be seen
at the sides of the platinum nanoparticles in (a) and also on top in (d). The
EDS line scan path is shown in purple. EDS of alumina overcoated sample
(c) indicates that the alumina overcoat is concentrated at the platinum–
STO interface (see also white trace in (b)). The titania overcoat (f) could
not be distinguished by EDS from titania signal contributed by the support.
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9.3.2 Comparison of STO dodecahedra to anatase titania supports

Initial results indicate that the samples with platinum deposited on dodecahedra are

more active than those deposited on titania.
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Figure 9.5. Conversion versus residence time for platinum deposited on
titania and STO dodecahedra. The top row shows the samples with 1 Pt
ALD cycle, while the bottom row shows 3 Pt ALD cycles deposited onto the
supports as labeled.

Figure 9.5 shows the CO conversion versus the residence time of CO in the catalyst

bed. The turnover number (TON), which is defined as the initial catalytic reaction rate

approaching zero conversion, was calculated by fitting a linear regression to the data

points. The fitting was performed using an implemenation of the robust linear modeling

with a HuberT estimator as implemented in the statsmodels Python package. The use of
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robust fitting instead of ordinary least squares is to reduce the impact of outliers in the

data. The results of the fitting appear in Table 9.1.

Table 9.1. Calculated gravimetric TOF, in units of s−1 normalized by total
platinum platinum mass for platinum deposited on STO dodecahedra and
anatase titania supports. Note that the Pt-STO samples had between 10 to
85 times higher turnover rates than the Pt-TiO2 samples.

T (◦C) Pt 1c STO Pt 1c TiO2 Pt 3c STO Pt 3c TiO2

80 (2.2 ± 0.8) × 10−1 (2.6 ± 0.9) × 10−3 (2.8 ± 0.2) × 10−1 (0.6 ± 0.2) × 10−1

100 (5.5 ± 0.5) × 10−2 (0.8 ± 0.5) × 10−3 (6.9 ± 0.4) × 10−2 (2.6 ± 0.1) × 10−2

120 (1.9 ± 0.2) × 10−2 (0.3 ± 0.4) × 10−3 (1.7 ± 0.1) × 10−2 (1.0 ± 0.3) × 10−2

9.4 Conclusions

From the initial results, platinum supported on shape-controlled STO shows increased

activity for CO oxidation compared to anatase titania. Work is currently ongoing to

determine the number of exposed platinum atoms such that the turnover frequency (TOF)

can be calculated for direct comparison with other catalysts. Work is also ongoing to

determine the origin of the unexpected CO chemisorption behavior and whether it is

materials-dependent. Future work to determine the origin of the differences in bonding

character and electronic structure of the platinum-oxide interface will be informative not

only for CO oxidation, but other reactions where selectivity towards a certain product is

desired.

Additionally, the success of the ALD-generated SMSI effect in the STO nanocuboids

overcoated with different oxide materials can be attributed to the creation of different
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platinum-oxide interfaces, and the blockage of active sites that favor the carbonyl product.

Further work to explore more reactions and materials systems with shape-controlled

synthesis can expand the engineering toolbox of catalytic systems, for both selective and

rate-efficient catalysis.
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CHAPTER 10

Ongoing Projects and Future Work

10.1 Determination of support effect in twinning of Pt and Pd

Work is ongoing to determine whether there is a support effect on twinning in plat-

inum. Anatase titania (I 41/amd, space group 141), which has lattice parameters of

a = b = 3.804Å, and c = 9.614Å, should have a larger interfacial energy due to strain.

Inital attempts to image platinum deposited on titania (see HREM image in Figure 10.1)

which shows several particles less than 1 nm in size, which make this task difficult. HAADF

imaging would help this process since there is a large atomic number difference between

platinum and titanium (78 vs 22).
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Figure 10.1. HREM image of 3wt% platinum deposited on anatase titania.
Note the low contrast which is because of the very small platinum particle
size.

10.2 Characterization of Catalysis Samples

10.2.1 Initial XPS Results

Work is ongoing to further characterize the chemical state of the platinum-titania

and platinum-STO catalyst samples discussed in Chapter 9 with XPS. XPS data obtained
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for the different samples show subtle differences in bonding character. Figures 10.2-10.5

show the platinum 4d and 4f states. The 4d peaks are best fit with three doublets, while

the 4f states were best fit with two doublets. The signal to noise ratio is significantly

worse for the titania samples in both cases, likely because of the lower platinum loading.

Despite this, one can see a more peak splitting in the 4d and 4f in both the platinum-TiO2

samples. This is likely due to differences in the platinum-STO interface compared with

the platinum-TiO2 interface. While nominally TiO2-rich, it will be structurally different

compared to anatase titania.
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Figure 10.2. XPS scans of the Pt 4d states for the 1 ALD cycle on both STO
dodecahedra (left) and anatase titania (right). Note the increase in peak
area at higher binding energies for the STO case.
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Figure 10.3. XPS scans of the Pt 4f states for the 1 ALD cycle on both
STO dodecahedra (left) and anatase titania (right). Note the peak splitting
present in titania sample and absent in the STO sample.
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Figure 10.4. XPS scans of the Pt 4d states for the 3 ALD cycle on both STO
dodecahedra (left) and anatase titania (right). Note the increase in peak
area at higher binding energies for the STO case.
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Figure 10.5. XPS scans of the Pt 4f states for the 3 ALD cycle on both STO
dodecahedra (left) and anatase titania (right).
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10.2.2 DRIFT Results

DRIFTS spectra were acquired for the samples using the protocol described above.

The platinum on STO samples, in particular, exhibited unexpected behavior. After dosing

CO gas, a strong absorbance peak appeared at around 2091 cm−1, which is attributed to

linear CO. This peak remains even after 15min dosing under Ar. Upon introduction of O2

gas, the peak red-shifts to 2076 cm−1 and decreases markedly. Both of these wavenumbers

are associated with linear CO. Also note that there is a broad band around 1800 cm−1,

associated with bridging-type CO, which also decreases upon oxidation.

Figure 10.6. DRIFTS data for Pt 3c on STO dodecahedra after exposure of
sample to CO. The large change in intensity at 2091 cm−1 occured after
introducing oxygen into the chamber. Comparable results were obtained
for the 1c sample.

By way of comparison, the Pt 3c titania sample exhibits significantly different behavior

under the same experimental conditions. The CO chemisorption behavior resulted in
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two distinct peaks associated with linear CO near 2100 cm−1. These peaks decay prior to

introducing oxygen, and are dominated by a broad background after oxygen is introduced.

Figure 10.7. DRIFTS data for Pt 3c on anatase titania. Note that the
peaks identified at 2397 cm−1, 2174 cm−1, 2082 cm−1, and 2056 cm−1 cor-
respond to CO2, gas phase CO and linear CO. The intensity for the peaks
in this case becomes dominated by background signal after introduction of
oxygen into the chamber.

10.3 Proposed Future Work

Based upon the DRIFTS results and ongoing work in collaboration with Dr. Xin Tang,

there is evidence to suggest that the disappearance and negative absorbance of the CO

peak upon oxidation is due to CO present in the background spectrum prior to absorbance

measurements. This peak does not appear until after H2 reduction of the sample. One

possible source of the CO is chemisorbed CO2 from the atmosphere, which can react with
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hydrogen via the reverse water gas shift reaction:

CO2 + H2 CO + H2O (10.1)

This reaction has a positive free energy change of 28.55 kJ/mol198,199 at ambient condi-

tions. Future work to determine whether this reaction is occurring would be a temperature

controlled reduction (TPR) and/or temperature controlled oxidation (TPO) study. The

CleanCat facility is equipped with an instrument capabable of this experiment, and ad-

ditionally, there is the capability to analyze the output from the gas stream with a mass

spectrometer. Furthermore, experiments to study the electronic structure, such as EELS

and X-ray absorbance spectroscopy (XAS), along with further vibrational spectroscopy,

will shed light on the mechanism behind this observation.

10.4 Conclusions

Overall, the surfaces of STO and BTO were found to be TiO2 rich when synthesized

with hydrothermal methods. It is possible to obtain the A-site termination through use

of surfactants; however, it is challenging to reproducibly obtain the correct conditions

to form liquid crystal phases which result in low-index faceting of nanoparticles grown

therein. Additionally, catalytic results indicate that the {110}-faceted STO dodecahedra

have higher catalytic activity than nanoparticles of anatase TiO2 purchased from a com-

mercial vendor. These serve as confirmation that surfaces play an important role in a host

of chemical and electronic processes.
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APPENDIX A

Appendix A

A.1 Thermochemical Data used for Dissolution Enthalpy Calculations in Chapter 7

Table A.1. Referenced standard enthalpies of formation for species involved
in STO surface chemistry. Note that these values are used in thermodynamic
analysis in Chapter 7 Section 7.4.4 (see Table 7.2 for calculated dissolution
enthalpies).

Reagent ∆Ho
f kJ/mol ∆Ho

f eV/1×1 Ref

SrTiO3 (s) -1672.40 -17.33 Lencka and Riman [102]
SrO (s) -592.04 -6.14 Lencka and Riman [102]
Sr2+ (aq) -550.91 -5.71 Lencka and Riman [102]
TiO2 (s) -946.01 -9.80 Lencka and Riman [105]
Ti4+ (aq) -215.61 -2.23 Lencka and Riman [105]
H2O(aq) -285.83 -2.96 Lencka and Riman [105]
OH– (aq) -230.03 -2.38 Lencka and Riman [105]
Sr(OH)2 (aq) -1011.60 -10.48 Lencka and Riman [102]
Ti(OH)4 (aq) -1511.30 -15.66 Lencka and Riman [105]
Sr(OH)2 ·8H2O(s) -3360.60 -34.83 Lencka and Riman [102]

A.2 Structure Files used for Simulations

Listing A.1. RT13 BTO

da ta_b l eb l eb l e

_symmet ry_ce l l _ se t t ing t e t r agona l

_symmetry_space_group_name_H−M ’P2/m’

_symmetry_space_group_name_Hall ’−P 2 ’

_symmetry_Int_Tables_number 10

loop_

_symmetry_equiv_pos_as_xyz
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x , y , z

−x ,−y ,−z

−x ,−y , z

x , y ,−z

_ ce l l _ l eng th_a 14.466783

_ce l l _ l eng th_b 14.466783

_ ce l l _ l eng th_ c 28.303229

_ce l l _ang l e_a lpha 90.000000

_ce l l _ ang l e_be t a 90.000000

_cell_angle_gamma 90.000000

loop_

_a tom_s i t e_ l abe l

_a tom_s i t e_ f r a c t _x

_a tom_s i t e_ f r a c t _y

_a tom_s i t e_ f r a c t _ z

_atom_s i te_U_iso_or_equiv

_atom_site_occupancy

_atom_si te_type_symbol

O1 0.958491 0.690717 0.206295 0.000 1.000 O

O2 0.152063 0.722973 0.212341 0.000 1.000 O

O3 0.198204 0.536514 0.209016 0.000 1.000 O

O4 0.000000 0.500000 0.221626 0.000 1.000 O
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O5 0.002098 0.806531 0.715201 0.000 1.000 O

O6 0.289464 0.627814 0.713726 0.000 1.000 O

O7 0.742793 0.842699 0.204252 0.000 1.000 O

O8 0.317354 0.981645 0.219101 0.000 1.000 O

O9 0.411030 0.395285 0.206883 0.000 1.000 O

O10 0.500000 0.000000 0.207354 0.000 1.000 O

O11 0.464452 0.193502 0.222298 0.000 1.000 O

O12 0.658593 0.221627 0.207963 0.000 1.000 O

O13 0.596117 0.401630 0.218647 0.000 1.000 O

O14 0.874589 0.089390 0.213212 0.000 1.000 O

O15 0.775609 0.650059 0.203722 0.000 1.000 O

O16 0.931518 0.907971 0.219418 0.000 1.000 O

O17 0.799147 0.955398 0.712376 0.000 1.000 O

O18 0.405003 0.892410 0.713973 0.000 1.000 O

O19 0.344921 0.267389 0.719613 0.000 1.000 O

O20 0.500000 0.500000 0.712910 0.000 1.000 O

O21 0.600960 0.911290 0.686218 0.000 1.000 O

O22 0.530351 0.292453 0.685733 0.000 1.000 O

O23 0.000000 0.000000 0.686067 0.000 1.000 O

O24 0.034063 0.813028 0.143193 0.000 1.000 O

O25 0.275863 0.648437 0.142416 0.000 1.000 O

O26 0.098158 0.438144 0.140376 0.000 1.000 O
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O27 0.813804 0.970164 0.142728 0.000 1.000 O

O28 0.425863 0.883117 0.142050 0.000 1.000 O

O29 0.358762 0.263043 0.142077 0.000 1.000 O

O30 0.500000 0.500000 0.141394 0.000 1.000 O

O31 0.731810 0.848156 0.073046 0.000 1.000 O

O32 0.192068 0.537797 0.069460 0.000 1.000 O

O33 0.538370 0.808705 0.067555 0.000 1.000 O

O34 0.346995 0.768774 0.070966 0.000 1.000 O

O35 0.154064 0.731184 0.074298 0.000 1.000 O

O36 0.577638 0.615551 0.069705 0.000 1.000 O

O37 0.770382 0.654138 0.078470 0.000 1.000 O

O38 0.802764 0.961421 0.000000 0.000 1.000 O

O39 0.417124 0.887557 0.000000 0.000 1.000 O

O40 0.038829 0.802865 0.000000 0.000 1.000 O

O41 0.663688 0.729768 0.000000 0.000 1.000 O

O42 0.732531 0.343339 0.000000 0.000 1.000 O

O43 0.500000 0.500000 0.000000 0.000 1.000 O

O44 0.869855 0.589480 0.000000 0.000 1.000 O

O45 0.385766 0.576196 0.069679 0.000 1.000 O

O46 0.114203 0.922593 0.068340 0.000 1.000 O

O47 0.921675 0.885359 0.070170 0.000 1.000 O

O48 0.307021 0.960575 0.073330 0.000 1.000 O
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O49 0.500000 0.000000 0.070102 0.000 1.000 O

O50 0.000000 0.500000 0.059023 0.000 1.000 O

O51 0.961342 0.690758 0.071782 0.000 1.000 O

Ti1 0.419609 0.881509 0.786977 0.000 1.000 Ti

Ti2 0.450535 0.200650 0.710960 0.000 1.000 Ti

Ti3 0.331728 0.997075 0.713289 0.000 1.000 Ti

Ti4 0.414174 0.607873 0.713873 0.000 1.000 Ti

Ti5 0.929250 0.908836 0.713829 0.000 1.000 Ti

Ti6 0.887069 0.575808 0.931661 0.000 1.000 Ti

Ti7 0.729366 0.345173 0.072545 0.000 1.000 Ti

Ti8 0.655707 0.729380 0.072538 0.000 1.000 Ti

Ti9 0.037406 0.810750 0.072197 0.000 1.000 Ti

Ti10 0.424925 0.883804 0.070835 0.000 1.000 Ti

Ti11 0.804269 0.963635 0.069926 0.000 1.000 Ti

Ti12 0.500000 0.500000 0.069144 0.000 1.000 Ti

Ti13 0.667930 0.714585 0.786930 0.000 1.000 Ti

Ti14 0.259295 0.647061 0.219055 0.000 1.000 Ti

Ti15 0.103473 0.422356 0.205960 0.000 1.000 Ti

Ti16 0.050449 0.805568 0.218192 0.000 1.000 Ti

Ti17 0.803365 0.956310 0.208665 0.000 1.000 Ti

Ti18 0.500000 0.500000 0.207873 0.000 1.000 Ti

Ba1 0.610486 0.919724 0.143600 0.000 1.000 Ba
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Ba2 0.539429 0.305399 0.143585 0.000 1.000 Ba

Ba3 0.081161 0.621524 0.142106 0.000 1.000 Ba

Ba4 0.000000 0.000000 0.856798 0.000 1.000 Ba

Ba5 0.696943 0.535273 0.140392 0.000 1.000 Ba

Ba6 0.148641 0.232005 0.140891 0.000 1.000 Ba

Ba7 0.770375 0.160344 0.143343 0.000 1.000 Ba

Ba8 0.461396 0.693265 0.000000 0.000 1.000 Ba

Ba9 0.613867 0.921472 0.000000 0.000 1.000 Ba

Ba10 0.231436 0.843002 0.000000 0.000 1.000 Ba

Ba11 0.691900 0.536679 0.000000 0.000 1.000 Ba

Ba12 0.847066 0.772078 0.000000 0.000 1.000 Ba

Ba13 0.918348 0.378045 0.000000 0.000 1.000 Ba

Ba14 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000 1.000 Ba

Listing A.2. BaO BTO

data_Wien2k_Data

_ ce l l _ l eng th_a 3.999799

_ce l l _ l eng th_b 4.017999

_ ce l l _ l eng th_ c 39.997985

_ce l l _ang l e_a lpha 90.000000

_ce l l _ ang l e_be t a 90.000000

_cell_angle_gamma 90.000000
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_cel l_measurement_temperature 0.0

_di f f rn_ambient_temperature 0.0

_symmetry_space_group_name_H−M ’Pmmm ’

_symmetry_space_group_number 47

_ re f i ne_da te ’25− 9−2017’

_ref ine_method ’ generated from Wien2k code ’

_ r e f i n e _ s p e c i a l _ d e t a i l s

;

S t ruc tu re converted from Wien2k s t r u c t f i l e , Vers ion 9.1

F i l e Name /home/ crosby /BTO−BO/BTO−BO. s t r u c t

T i t l e ’ b l eb l eb l e ’

;

loop_

_symmetry_equiv_pos_as_xyz

+x,+y,+z

−x ,−y,+z

−x,+y ,−z

+x,−y ,−z

−x ,−y ,−z

+x,+y,−z
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+x,−y,+z

−x,+y,+z

loop_

_a tom_s i t e_ l abe l

_atom_si te_type_symbol

_a tom_s i t e_ f r a c t _x

_a tom_s i t e_ f r a c t _y

_a tom_s i t e_ f r a c t _ z

_atom_s i te_U_iso_or_equiv

Ba001 Ba 0.50000000 0.50000000 0.00000000 0.05000000

Ba002 Ba 0.50000000 0.50000000 0.10000001 0.05000000

Ba003 Ba 0.50000000 0.50000000 0.79999999 0.05000000

Ti004 Ti 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.05000001 0.05000000

Ti005 Ti 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.84999996 0.05000000

O0006 O 0.00000000 0.50000000 0.05000001 0.05000000

O0007 O 0.00000000 0.50000000 0.84999996 0.05000000

O0008 O 0.50000000 0.00000000 0.05000001 0.05000000

O0009 O 0.50000000 0.00000000 0.84999996 0.05000000

O0010 O 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.05000000

O0011 O 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.10000001 0.05000000

O0012 O 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.79999999 0.05000000

#End data_Wien2k_Data
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Listing A.3. TiO2 BTO

data_Wien2k_Data

_ ce l l _ l eng th_a 3.999799

_ce l l _ l eng th_b 4.017999

_ ce l l _ l eng th_ c 39.997985

_ce l l _ang l e_a lpha 90.000000

_ce l l _ ang l e_be t a 90.000000

_cell_angle_gamma 90.000000

_cel l_measurement_temperature 0.0

_di f f rn_ambient_temperature 0.0

_symmetry_space_group_name_H−M ’Pmmm ’

_symmetry_space_group_number 47

_ re f i ne_da te ’25− 9−2017’

_ref ine_method ’ generated from Wien2k code ’

_ r e f i n e _ s p e c i a l _ d e t a i l s

;

S t ruc tu re converted from Wien2k s t r u c t f i l e , Vers ion 9.1

F i l e Name /home/ crosby /BTO−TiO2/BTO−TiO2 . s t r u c t

T i t l e ’ b l eb l eb l e ’

;
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loop_

_symmetry_equiv_pos_as_xyz

+x,+y,+z

−x ,−y,+z

−x,+y ,−z

+x,−y ,−z

−x ,−y ,−z

+x,+y,−z

+x,−y,+z

−x,+y,+z

loop_

_a tom_s i t e_ l abe l

_atom_si te_type_symbol

_a tom_s i t e_ f r a c t _x

_a tom_s i t e_ f r a c t _y

_a tom_s i t e_ f r a c t _ z

_atom_s i te_U_iso_or_equiv

Ba001 Ba 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.05000000

Ba002 Ba 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.10000000 0.05000000

Ba003 Ba 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.79999998 0.05000000

Ti004 Ti 0.50000000 0.50000000 0.05000000 0.05000000

Ti005 Ti 0.50000000 0.50000000 0.24999999 0.05000000
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Ti006 Ti 0.50000000 0.50000000 0.84999995 0.05000000

O0007 O 0.50000000 0.00000000 0.05000000 0.05000000

O0008 O 0.50000000 0.00000000 0.24999999 0.05000000

O0009 O 0.50000000 0.00000000 0.84999995 0.05000000

O0010 O 0.00000000 0.50000000 0.05000000 0.05000000

O0011 O 0.00000000 0.50000000 0.24999999 0.05000000

O0012 O 0.00000000 0.50000000 0.84999995 0.05000000

O0013 O 0.50000000 0.50000000 0.00000000 0.05000000

O0014 O 0.50000000 0.50000000 0.10000000 0.05000000

O0015 O 0.50000000 0.50000000 0.79999998 0.05000000

#End data_Wien2k_Data

Listing A.4. SrO STO

data_Wien2k_Data

_ ce l l _ l eng th_a 3.904999

_ce l l _ l eng th_b 3.904999

_ ce l l _ l eng th_ c 39.049984

_ce l l _ang l e_a lpha 90.000000

_ce l l _ ang l e_be t a 90.000000

_cell_angle_gamma 90.000000

_cel l_measurement_temperature 0.0

_di f f rn_ambient_temperature 0.0
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_symmetry_space_group_name_H−M ’P4/mmm ’

_symmetry_space_group_number 123

_ re f i ne_da te ’25− 9−2017’

_ref ine_method ’ generated from Wien2k code ’

_ r e f i n e _ s p e c i a l _ d e t a i l s

;

S t ruc tu re converted from Wien2k s t r u c t f i l e , Vers ion 9.1

F i l e Name /home/ crosby /STO−SrO/STO−SrO . s t r u c t

T i t l e ’ b l eb l eb l e ’

;

loop_

_symmetry_equiv_pos_as_xyz

+x,+y,+z

−x ,−y,+z

−y,+x,+z

+y,−x,+z

−x,+y ,−z

+x,−y ,−z

+y,+x,−z

−y ,−x ,−z
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−x ,−y ,−z

+x,+y,−z

+y,−x ,−z

−y,+x,−z

+x,−y,+z

−x,+y,+z

−y ,−x,+z

+y,+x,+z

loop_

_a tom_s i t e_ l abe l

_atom_si te_type_symbol

_a tom_s i t e_ f r a c t _x

_a tom_s i t e_ f r a c t _y

_a tom_s i t e_ f r a c t _ z

_atom_s i te_U_iso_or_equiv

Sr001 Sr 0.50000000 0.50000000 0.00000000 0.05000000

Sr002 Sr 0.50000000 0.50000000 0.09999999 0.05000000

Sr003 Sr 0.50000000 0.50000000 0.80000001 0.05000000

Ti004 Ti 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.04999999 0.05000000

Ti005 Ti 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.85000004 0.05000000

O0006 O 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.05000000

O0007 O 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.09999999 0.05000000
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O0008 O 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.80000001 0.05000000

O0009 O 0.50000000 0.00000000 0.04999999 0.05000000

O0010 O 0.50000000 0.00000000 0.14999999 0.05000000

#End data_Wien2k_Data

Listing A.5. TiO2 STO

data_Wien2k_Data

_ ce l l _ l eng th_a 3.904999

_ce l l _ l eng th_b 3.904999

_ ce l l _ l eng th_ c 39.049984

_ce l l _ang l e_a lpha 90.000000

_ce l l _ ang l e_be t a 90.000000

_cell_angle_gamma 90.000000

_cel l_measurement_temperature 0.0

_di f f rn_ambient_temperature 0.0

_symmetry_space_group_name_H−M ’P4/mmm ’

_symmetry_space_group_number 123

_ re f i ne_da te ’25− 9−2017’

_ref ine_method ’ generated from Wien2k code ’

_ r e f i n e _ s p e c i a l _ d e t a i l s

;
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S t ruc tu re converted from Wien2k s t r u c t f i l e , Vers ion 9.1

F i l e Name /home/ crosby /STO−TiO2/STO−TiO2 . s t r u c t

T i t l e ’ b l eb l eb l e ’

;

loop_

_symmetry_equiv_pos_as_xyz

+x,+y,+z

−x ,−y,+z

−y,+x,+z

+y,−x,+z

−x,+y ,−z

+x,−y ,−z

+y,+x,−z

−y ,−x ,−z

−x ,−y ,−z

+x,+y,−z

+y,−x ,−z

−y,+x,−z

+x,−y,+z

−x,+y,+z

−y ,−x,+z
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+y,+x,+z

loop_

_a tom_s i t e_ l abe l

_atom_si te_type_symbol

_a tom_s i t e_ f r a c t _x

_a tom_s i t e_ f r a c t _y

_a tom_s i t e_ f r a c t _ z

_atom_s i te_U_iso_or_equiv

Sr001 Sr 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.05000000

Sr002 Sr 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.10000000 0.05000000

Sr003 Sr 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.80000002 0.05000000

Ti004 Ti 0.50000000 0.50000000 0.05000000 0.05000000

Ti005 Ti 0.50000000 0.50000000 0.25000001 0.05000000

Ti006 Ti 0.50000000 0.50000000 0.85000005 0.05000000

O0007 O 0.50000000 0.50000000 0.00000000 0.05000000

O0008 O 0.50000000 0.50000000 0.10000000 0.05000000

O0009 O 0.50000000 0.50000000 0.80000002 0.05000000

O0010 O 0.00000000 0.50000000 0.05000000 0.05000000

O0011 O 0.00000000 0.50000000 0.85000005 0.05000000

O0012 O 0.50000000 0.00000000 0.25000001 0.05000000

#End data_Wien2k_Data
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